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Abstract

Transient or episodic subduction processes are frequently observed along convergent plate

boundaries. Highly time-dependent processes are common in continental collision zones

where the entry of buoyant continental crust changes the (driving) force balance. Many

other transient processes in oceanic subduction zones are more ambiguous, because there,

the driving negative buoyancy of the oceanic plate remains approximately constant through-

out time. Therefore, such processes are regularly explained by inhomogeneities (e.g. in-

herited weaknesses, rheological contrasts) within the involved plates or external ’far-field’

forcing altering the flow or stress field.

This work focuses on three such transient processes, namely, (1) episodic back-arc

spreading jumps during ongoing subduction, (2) rapid local rift reversals in the over-

riding plate during the transition from subduction to collision, and, (3) contrasting styles

of crustal relamination and magmatism during large scale continental collision. This work

aims to identify governing processes for each case in purely buoyancy driven numerical

models with homogeneous rheological flow-laws.

The results offer a new mechanism for back-arc spreading jumps in self-consistent models

of a narrow retreating slab. Spreading jumps thus occur purely due to natural interac-

tion of the subducting and overriding plates with neighbouring plates along self-consistent

transform faults. The process thereby demonstrates that episodicity can evolve in ho-

mogeneous subduction systems. It is further shown that rapid rift reversals in the over-

riding plate should occur regularly during collision with an irregular continental margin.

The stress evolution during diachronous onset of collision is compared to observations

of ophiolite or hyperextended margin obduction which are likely to have resulted from

such transient stress sequences. In the final chapter, it is shown how contrasting styles

of crustal relamination and magmatism in continental collision zones are controlled by

slab-steepening which itself is mainly a function of the subducting continental crust’s

buoyancy.

The three very distinct processes presented in this work demonstrate purely buoyancy

driven transient behaviour is feasible in all stages from ongoing subduction to continental

collision - in absence of inhomogeneities and far-field forcing.
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1. Introduction - Plate tectonics and

convergent plate margins

Episodic or transient processes are common on multiple temporal and spatial scales of

plate tectonics, from stick-slip behaviour in local earthquake cycles to the long-term su-

percontinent cycle. On such a long-term, global scale episodicity is well displayed by the

Wilson cycle (Wilson, 1968) which describes the full sequence of plate tectonic processes

from continental break-up (rifting), to sea-floor spreading, onset of oceanic subduction,

closure of the oceanic basin and, finally, continental collision leading to subduction cessa-

tion and the (re-)assemblage of continents (Figure 1.1). Transient processes are further

observed within every phase of the Wilson cycle, most notably during oceanic subduction

and continental collision (e.g. Clark et al., 2008; Dewey, 1980). Processes operating at most

scales of plate tectonics are driven by the same buoyancy forces within Earth. The re-

sulting highly non-linear convective vigor within Earth’s mantle (e.g. Malevsky and Yuen,

1992; Trompert and Hansen, 1998) naturally infers a strongly time-dependent behaviour

on the longest geological time-scales. A single subduction or collision zone, however, is

only a detailed temporal and spatial window of the overarching convective process. With

reference to the longest timescales, a single convergent margin is thus an approximately

linear or constant processes and transient or episodic behaviour must therefore result from

additional smaller scale processes.

The main driving mechanisms of all plate motion are generated by thermal buoyancy

forces within Earth’s mantle (Olson and Corcos, 1980; Parsons and McKenzie, 1978; Tur-

cotte et al., 1973), of which, slab pull of cold, negatively buoyant oceanic plates at sub-

duction zone is the most dominant. After formation of oceanic plates at mid-ocean ridges,

1



Introduction N. Schliffke

Figure 1.1.: A full Wilson cycle (Press et al., 2004) from (1) continental rifting to (2) oceanic spreading,
(3) onset of subduction, (4) closure of the oceanic basin, (5) continental collision leading
to a stable craton (6). This work focusses on processes during subduction and continental
collision.
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N. Schliffke Introduction

Figure 1.2.: Sketch of the dynamic life of an oceanic plate (Crameri et al., 2019). The plate is created at
mid-ocean ridges where hot mantle rises to the surface, it matures and cools during seafloor
spreading and is finally destroyed at subduction zones.

they are cooled and thickened during sea-floor spreading (see Figure 1.2) and thus become

negatively buoyant (e.g. Crameri et al., 2019). However, the plate thickness, determined

by the slab age and defining the overall buoyancy, is often seen to remain constant over the

evolution of a single subduction zone (e.g. Stegman et al., 2010b, 2006), as the temporal

variations during the subduction process are only marginal compared to the slab’s overall

buoyancy. With an approximately constant driving buoyancy force at oceanic subduction

zones, transient processes must develop from interaction of resulting processes, such as

mantle flow or boundary effects along plate interfaces, or, compositional variations on one

of the involved plates.

In contrast to this long-term invariance of driving forces, the transition from oceanic to

continental subduction alters the (driving) force balance at convergent margins, making

any kind of steady-state process impossible. The entry of overall buoyant continents into

the subduction zone contrasts with the preceding negatively buoyant oceanic slab, leading

to the common transient sequence of slab steepening, breakoff and continental exhumation

(Duretz et al., 2012; van Hunen and Allen, 2011). Observed transient or episodic processes

at convergent plate boundaries are thus likely to have contrasting origins, depending on

whether they occur during oceanic or continental subduction. To understand transient

3
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processes during oceanic subduction, it is crucial to study the interacting dominant pro-

cesses (see Section 1.1), whereas the degree of contrasting buoyancy forces will be the

dominant factor in determining transitivity during continental collision (see Section 1.2).

Moreover, lateral, simultaneous subduction and collision along a single trench couples both

scenarios to generate complex, transient and spatially and temporally varying dynamics

along convergent plate margins (Section 1.3).

1.1. Governing processes at subduction zones

The main resisting forces that counteract the driving thermal buoyancy forces and control

subduction dynamics are viscous forces in the slab and mantle (Davies, 1988; Forsyth

and Uyeda, 1975; Vlaar and Wortel, 1976). In the subducting slab, viscous and elastic

forces determine the degree of slab bending and thus the subduction angle (Husson et al.,

2009; Stegman et al., 2010a). In the mantle, the viscous forces induce a mantle flow

with a toroidal and poloidal component (e.g. Király et al., 2017, and hinted at in Figure

1.2). While the poloidal component follows the horizontal and vertical movement of the

subducting slab, the toroidal flow accounts for mass transfer from the sub-slab region into

the mantle wedge around slab edges (Király et al., 2017; Schellart et al., 2007). Assuming

the oceanic slab’s buoyancy remains approximately stable during subduction, a quasi

steady state subduction can be achieved when the resisting viscous forces in the slab and

mantle balance the driving buoyancy force (e.g. Afonso and Zlotnik, 2011).

A powerful diagnostic feature of controlling processes in subduction zones are trench

retreat velocities, which result from the trench migrating in the opposite direction of plate

motion (Garfunkel et al., 1986; Schellart et al., 2007). Most generally, trench rollback

is a consequence of horizontal plate velocity at the surface being lower than the vertical

subduction velocity (see Figure 1.3). In a hypothetical system with a subducting plate

only, the slab dimensions mainly determine the trench retreat rate, with thicker plates

retreating faster than thin plates (Stegman et al., 2006), provided the plate is weak enough

to bend simply at the subduction hinge (Conrad and Hager, 1999). Furthermore, the

oceanic plate’s width regulates the efficiency of material transport by the toroidal mantle

4
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flow from the sub-slab region into the mantle wedge which is required to allow slab rollback

through the mantle. This happens more efficiently for narrow slabs than for wide ones,

resulting in narrow slabs tending to retreat most rapidly (Schellart et al., 2007; Stegman

et al., 2010b, 2006).

Figure 1.3.: Formation of a back-arc basin in presence of a retreating subducting slab (Niu, 2014). Trench
retreat provides the tensional stress which triggers ongoing back-arc spreading and formation
of small oceanic basins.

However, plates form the Earth’s entire outer shell, which means that an individual

subducting slab is also required to interact with overriding and neighbouring plates at

subduction zones. In general, the presence of neighbouring plates reduces trench rollback

velocities (Yamato et al., 2009), as the slab edge must overcome tear resistance along the

plate interface to enable trench rollback (Hale et al., 2010; Nijholt and Govers, 2015).

The presence and stress state of an overriding plate will further strongly determine

trench rollback velocities (Holt et al., 2015; Lallemand et al., 2005; Sharples et al., 2014).

A thick overriding plate can barely be deformed internally (i.e. stretched) and thus the

subducting slab would have to drag the rigid overriding plate through the mantle to enable

trench rollback. Thick plates thus inhibit trench rollback, leading to the trench being at

a fairly constant position (Sharples et al., 2014) with respect to the lower mantle. In such

5
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scenarios, models predict that slabs must fold repeatedly in the upper mantle (Capitanio

et al., 2010b) to ensure ongoing subduction (Figure 1.4). Although this is one of the

few episodic processes known to result from a homogeneous subducting slab in numerical

models with a rigid 600 km discontinuity, the process is not observed on Earth, where non-

retreating slabs seem to penetrate through the 660 km transition into the lower mantle

(Goes et al., 2008).

Figure 1.4.: Evolution of a subduction model with a thick overriding plate, which inhibits trench retreat
and leads to episodic folding of the slab on the lower mantle transition zones (Capitanio
et al., 2010b).

In contrast, thin (i.e. weak) overriding plates allow for rapid trench retreat (Sharples

et al., 2014). Continuous trench retreat extends the overriding plate (e.g. Jolivet et al.,

2013) and occasionally ruptures the overriding plate to form a back-arc spreading centre

(Dewey, 1980; Dvorkin et al., 1993; Faccenna et al., 1996; Jolivet et al., 1994). With ongo-

ing rollback, the extensional back-arc spreading centres form new minor young oceanic

basins adjacent to the convergent subduction plate boundary (Figure 1.3). Back-arc

spreading and trench retreat are a chicken-and-egg problem: without a weak spreading

back-arc, rapid rollback is impossible; without trench retreat, tensional stresses splitting

the overriding plate are missing. It is thus debated, whether overriding plate rupturing is

facilitated by weaknesses in the back-arc resulting from fluids and/or melts released from

the subducting slab (Baitsch-Ghirardello et al., 2014; Gerya and Meilick, 2011; Nakakuki
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and Mura, 2013) and rollback follows, or, rupturing is instead triggered by strong trench

rotation (with reference to a neighbouring plate) resulting from buoyancy variations on

the subducting slab (Magni et al., 2014b; Menant et al., 2016; Wallace et al., 2009, see

Chapter 1.3). Regardless of the back-arc opening mechanism, the transition from a rigid

overriding plate to a spreading centre seems to result from inhomogeneities: either strength

anomalies (i.e. weakness in the overriding plate), or buoyancy variations on the subducting

plate.

Similar to the transition from a rigid overriding plate to back-arc spreading, other

observed transient subduction processes such as episodic exhumation of metamorphic rocks

(Husson et al., 2009), jumps in the back-arc spreading location (Clark et al., 2008; Faccenna

et al., 2001b), or even subduction initiation (Guilmette et al., 2018; Jolivet et al., 2015),

are attributed to buoyancy or strength inhomogeneities on subducting or overriding plates

(Royden and Husson, 2006, 2009; van Hunen et al., 2002); or to far-field forcing from a

distant source such as a mantle plume (e.g. Jolivet et al., 2015); or to more complex

settings such as double subduction systems (Faccenna et al., 2018; Jagoutz et al., 2015).

Whether subduction of a single slab surrounded by further homogeneously strong plates

can lead to any of the observed episodic or transient processes, remains unknown. However,

assessing and understanding the simultaneous interaction and the evolution of all processes

on the subducting, overriding, neighbouring plates as well as the mantle flow below, could

possibly help identify which episodicity is caused by external, global forces in contrast to

those resulting from the local driving forces of the subduction zone alone.

1.2. Buoyancy variations in continental collision zones

The transition from oceanic to continental subduction marks the end of the approximately

constant driving force during oceanic subduction and the beginning of strongly time-

dependent dynamics. Opposing forces from the overall buoyant subducting continent

(Cloos, 1993), with its voluminous and buoyant crust, and the dense oceanic plate steepen

the slab (Figure 1.5). Eventually, yield stresses and strain-softening at the ocean-continent

boundary (Gerya et al., 2004) as well as diffusive heating from the surrounding hot mantle
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lithosphere, cause necking of the slab and finally slab breakoff (Duretz et al., 2012; van

Hunen and Allen, 2011). By removal of the oceanic slab’s pull from the continent, the

buoyant continent exhumes back to the surface.

Figure 1.5.: Numerical models of continental collision and slab breakoff (van Hunen and Allen, 2011).
Buoyant continental crust (white outline) partially subducts and leads to slab steepening.
The previously subducting oceanic slab eventually breaks off and sinks into the mantle while
the continent exhumes.

The transient nature of continental collision thus results from the overall continental

buoyancy which is determined, to a first order, by the buoyancy from the (low) continental

crustal density outweighing the (negative) thermal buoyancy of the entire continental

mantle lithosphere (Cloos, 1993). The extent of the overall density contrast between

subducting oceanic and continental domains during collision ultimately controls whether

ongoing subduction, or partial or complete slab break-off occurs (Capitanio and Replumaz,

2013). However, within a single collision zone, the force balance during collision can

be further altered temporally by subduction of continental material to depths where it

experiences mineral phase changes. Depending on composition and degree of eclogitisation

of the (mafic) lower continental crust, its density could increase to just below or even up

8
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to 300 kg/m3 above mantle densities (Austrheim, 1991; Bousquet et al., 1997). At even

larger depths (250-300 km), high-density phase changes can further increase the crustal

density (Afonso and Zlotnik, 2011) and result in an overall negatively buoyant continent

which would subsequently continue to subduct.

Continental crust is commonly several orders of magnitude weaker than the mantle

lithosphere (Maunder et al., 2016; Rudnick and Gao, 2003). By its subduction to depth

and contact with hot asthenosphere, the crust is heated and its strength is further reduced

(Maierová et al., 2018; Maunder et al., 2016). In some cases, this leads to separation of

the crust from the continental mantle lithosphere. This process, together with subsequent

crustal exhumation until it merges with the overriding continent, is generally known as

’relamination’ (Hacker et al., 2011, see Figure 1.6). Depending on the trade-off between

crustal density and strength, a wide range of potential relamination processes seem feasible:

either crust exhumes ’en bloc’ with its mantle lithosphere reversing the prograde trajectory

(Bottrill et al., 2014; van Hunen and Allen, 2011), as diapiric crustal upwellings through

the mantle wedge (Gerya and Meilick, 2011; Maunder et al., 2016), exhumation along the

subduction interface between subducting and overriding plates (Liao et al., 2018; Maierová

et al., 2018; Sizova et al., 2012), or, underplating the overriding plate (Magni et al., 2017;

Maierová et al., 2018, see Figure 1.6b). Given that the crust will only contribute to

the subducting continent’s buoyancy as long as it is mechanically attached to the mantle

lithosphere, relamination processes can further temporally change the force balance in

collision zones.

Figure 1.6.: a) Sketch of relamination of felsic crust during collision (Hacker et al., 2011). Crust is
subducted to depth where it detaches from the slab and rises to merge with crust above. b)
Numerical modelling of crustal relamination below overriding lithosphere (Maierová et al.,
2018).

Relamination is thus an important second-order transient process in continental collision

9
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zones with a wide range of potential mechanisms. Combined with possible mineral phase

changes, relamination will alter the governing force balance, and change the first order

sequence of continental subduction - slab breakoff - continental exhumation in collisional

settings.

Despite the first order processes from onset of continental collision to slab breakoff and

exhumation being well understood, the diverse nature of modern collision zones suggests

even more complex processes during collision. For example, the Alps and Himalayas/Tibet

differ strongly in terms of spread of deformation, source and degree of magmatism, or, the

current location of subducted continental crust (e.g. Ryan and Dewey, 2018). Whether

these differences result from ongoing far-field forcing (Becker and Faccenna, 2011) or dou-

ble subduction systems (Pusok and Stegman, 2019) in the India-Eurasia collision zone,

which are both absent in the Alps, or from other syn-collisional processes is yet to be

resolved.

1.3. Lateral transition of oceanic subduction to continental

collision

Oceanic subduction and continental collision are often well approximated in two-dimensional

settings by translating vertical buoyancy forces to horizontal, trench-perpendicular plate

motion at surface. Such two-dimensional settings represent cases of ’infinitely’ wide

trenches which may be valid for long subduction zones such as along western South Amer-

ica or large collision zones of the scale of the India-Eurasia collision. Given that most

trenches on Earth are significantly shorter than these examples (e.g. Lallemand et al.,

2005; Schellart et al., 2007), the lateral change from subduction to collision as well as

boundary effects along neighbouring plates will strongly determine dynamics at conver-

gent margins.

Figure 1.7 shows the evolution of simultaneous along-strike subduction and continental

collision in a setting with oceanic lithosphere laterally bound by two continents (Magni

et al., 2014b). With lateral onset of continental collision, the local subduction of buoyant

features reduce trench rollback rates considerably. However, simultaneous lateral ongoing
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Figure 1.7.: Formation of a back-arc spreading centre in a 3D setup (Magni et al., 2014b) by simultaneous
along-strike subduction and collision. Lateral collision with continental plates and ongoing
trench retreat of subducting oceanic lithosphere leads to rotation of the trench, localised
extension in the overriding plate and opening of a back-arc spreading centre.

subduction of oceanic lithosphere continues to exert slab pull and sustains trench rollback

(Figure 1.7b). Resulting differential trench rollback rates rotate the trench and efficiently

localise tensional stresses in the overriding plate. These tensional stresses are sufficient to

rupture the overriding plate and form a back-arc spreading centre (Figure 1.7c). While

subduction ceases in regions with continental subduction and the slab breaks off, the

narrow oceanic slab can continuously retreat between the two continents.

Rupturing of such thick, homogeneous overriding plates is only feasible because plates

behave like a non-Newtonian fluid (i.e. strain rate-dependent viscous deformation) on long

timescales, and additionally, brittle deformation occurs at Earth’s surface (Pusok et al.,

2018). If plates were to behave as a ’simple’ Newtonian fluid, stresses would diffusely

spread across a larger area and not localise tensional stresses effectively (Pusok et al., 2018).

Nevertheless, the effectiveness of stress localisation in the three-dimensional scenario of

lateral simultaneous subduction and collision provides an alternative mechanism for how

plates may rupture plates in the absence of inherited weaknesses or additional far-field

forces altering the stress field at the surface.

The above presented models show the importance of a three dimensional approach to

subduction and collision processes. The geometrical setup of oceanic and continental do-

mains at convergent margins alone result in processes that are not feasible in simple two
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dimensional setups. Given that such simple models are currently rare, many more geome-

tries, such as single adjacent collision-subduction system or entire continental collision

along an irregular continental margin are yet to be explored.

1.4. Surface expressions of transient subduction dynamics

Deep transient dynamics constantly alter the orientation and degree of governing stresses

at the Earth’s surface. At the low temperatures and pressures at Earth’s surface, rocks

deform in a brittle manner when exposed to stress (Byerlee, 1978) and deform discontin-

uously along faults to accommodate shear strain. Under tensional stress during ongoing

trench retreat and compressional stresses during continental collision, normal faults (Bott,

1976) and thrust faults (Dahlen et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1983) are created, respectively.

Brittle deformation is also required to explain obduction which leads to placement of

denser geological units on top of a lighter continental margin (Coleman, 1981; Dewey,

1976; Gueydan et al., 2019; van Hinsbergen et al., 2019). Such anomalous stratification

would be impossible in a purely viscous domain where denser material would descend

below lighter crust. However, in the brittle domain at Earth’s surface, displacement of

geological units along large thrust faults during continental collision (i.e. obduction) can

cause this anomalous stratigraphic sequence.

An example of surface expressions caused by obduction and transient stress sequences

are the world’s largest outcrops of sub-crustal continental mantle (Gueydan et al., 2019),

the Ronda and Beni peridotites, which have been suggested to result from a rapid rift

reversal of a hyperextended margin (Figure 1.8): the continental overriding plate is thinned

close to the trench during rollback. Immediate subsequent shortening during subduction

of continental crust thrusts the thinned extended margin along reactivated faults on top

of the fore-arc and subducting continent. Although overall stress should indeed rapidly

change from tensional to compressional with onset of collision, the origin of such local

tensional stresses leading to the local thinning of the overriding plate immediately before

collision are unclear.

This process of continental margin obduction is akin to several cases of ophiolite obduc-
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Figure 1.8.: Possible obduction process for the Alboran peridotites (Frasca et al., 2017; Gueydan et al.,
2019). The overriding plate is thinned close to the trench with ongoing rollback. Continental
collision leads to shortening and thrusting of the hyperextended margin on top of the fore-arc
and subducting plate.

tion. Ophiolites are sequences of former oceanic crust and mantle lithosphere which were

created in a supra-subduction setting and that have been exhumed to the surface (Pearce

et al., 1984). Ophiolites are formed both during subduction initiation in a proto fore-arc

(e.g. Guilmette et al., 2018; van Hinsbergen et al., 2019) and in back-arc spreading centres

(e.g. Slagstad and Kirkland, 2018), which are both strongly extensional settings. After a

short period of oceanic subduction, the newly formed oceanic sequences are obducted on

top of a continental margin along large-scale thrust faults during continental subduction.

Obduction of both hyper-extended continental margins and ophiolite thus require a

change from tension to compression within a short time-period (Gueydan et al., 2019;

Jolivet et al., 2015; van Hinsbergen et al., 2019). Identifying driving mechanisms of such

constantly changing stress regimes along a future subducting continental margin is thus
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key to understanding these cases of obduction and remain to be identified.

1.5. Thesis Aim

The aim of this study is to identify whether transient or episodic processes at convergent

plate boundaries can occur in subduction systems driven by local slab pull only. This

is studied by using simple 2D and 3D thermomechanical numerical models which are

solely driven by such internal (thermal) buoyancy forces. The advantage of numerical

models is mainly the feasibility of testing a wide range of geometries of subduction and

collisional scenarios, without the need to prescribe artificial plate boundaries or apply

external forcing.

The objective is pursued in three different convergent plate boundaries settings. First,

it is studied whether transient processes can occur in a local ongoing subduction setting

with a homogeneously strong and buoyant oceanic plate. This is tested in the context of

episodic back-arc spreading centre jumps which are commonly observed in multiple natural

examples. In the second case, diachronous continental collision is modelled to understand

possible resulting transient processes. The temporally and locally transforming stresses at

the surface are constrained and used to identify whether they are suitable to explain miss-

ing ingredients of ophiolite or hyper-extended margin obduction. Finally, the governing

contrasting buoyancy forces from oceanic and continental domains are studied during full

continental collision with a large buoyant indentor. We test if contrasting buoyancy ratios

can contribute to contrasting styles of crustal relamination and syn-collisional magmatism

in modern large-scale continental collision zones.

The hypothesis underlying all case studies is that each transient subduction and collision

behaviour can result from simple buoyancy driven processes and a natural interaction of

plates at the surface - in the absence of rheological variations or far-field forcing. To

validate the simple thermomechanical models, all modelling results are further compared

to relevant geological and geophysical observations on Earth.
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Figure 1.9.: Current global subduction and collision zones (based on Schellart et al. (2007)). Blue regions
are the case examples for Chapter 3, red for Chapter 4 and green for Chapter 5.

1.6. Thesis Outline

The main objectives of the study will be addressed in three central chapters. The thesis

will have the following overall structure:

Chapter 2

The following chapter deals with the methods used in this study. This includes a descrip-

tion of governing physics, numerical treatment and the special application to subduction

and mantle dynamics. The link between the thermomechanical models and petrological

databases, as used in Chapter 5, is illustrated.

Chapter 3

Ongoing subduction is often regarded as a steady state process until buoyancy or strength

variations on the subducting plate reach the trench. In more complex 3D settings, which

incorporate neighbouring plates, this might not apply. The narrowest slabs found on

Earth (∼ 200 − 800 km) will be affected most by lateral boundary effects and the mantle

dynamics below. It will be shown that subduction of such narrow slabs should undergo

episodic jumps of back-arc spreading centres towards the retreating slab - in absence of
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strength or buoyancy variations on the subducting plate. The transient nature of spreading

jumps is purely due to natural interaction of the subducting slab and overriding plate with

neighbouring plates along self-consistent transform faults.

Chapter 4

This chapter presents an entire cycle of tensional stresses to shortening in simple models

of continental collision with an irregular continental margin. The extensional stresses

immediately before collision are thus effectively localised by diachronous initial collision,

before shortening initiates with full continental collision. Such a sequence of stresses is

required to explain the formation of ophiolites in back-arc basins shortly before continental

collision leads to large-scale thrusting. Regions on Earth, where this transient nature of

collision could have caused obduction, such as Newfoundland, the Norwegian Caledonides

or Alboran, are also discussed.

Chapter 5

The lifetime of an oceanic basin ends completely with continental collision. The subduc-

tion of buoyant continental crust leads to strong time-dependent dynamics during which

the continent steepens and the oceanic slab finally breaks off. This chapter examines

whether buoyancy variations of the subducting continental crust can thereby contribute

to contrasting relamination mechanisms. Thermomechanical software is linked to petro-

logical databases to track syn-collisional magmatism, which is used as a diagnostic feature

for deep collision dynamics at the surface. Finally, model results are compared to Cenozoic

collision zones, which suggests that differing amounts of subducted crust could contribute

to the strikingly different collision zones of Tibet/Himalayas and the Alps.

Chapter 6

In this last chapter, the main conclusions of the previous chapters are discussed and

overarching results of the entire work are highlighted. Further ideas and suggestions for

upcoming research are provided. This includes a novel numerical approach to model melt

depletion and possible mechanisms for self-consistent subduction initiation based on the
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models presented in this work.
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2. Methods

Across long time scales, rocks within Earth’s mantle deform like as a viscous fluid. We can

therefore use the governing equations of fluid dynamics (Section 2.1) to model subduction

and continental collision. All models in this study are based on the pre-existing code

CITCOM (Moresi et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 2000), a finite element program. The code

solves the governing equations which is discussed in Section 2.3. We further use coupled

thermomechanical models and petrological databases computed by Perple X (Connolly,

2005) to model melting processes within the Earth. The detailed method description for

this, which was first used in Bouilhol et al. (2015), is found in Section 2.4. Both existing

software are applied to new problems by analysing geometrical and physical influences on

subduction and collision dynamics.

2.1. Governing Equations

Modelling of mantle and subduction dynamics is based on Rayleigh-Benard convection

(Bénard, 1900; Rayleigh, 1916) which describes buoyancy driven convection of a system

that is heated from below and cooled from above. A set of four governing equations deter-

mines the motion: Conservation of mass, energy, momentum and composition (equations

2.9 to 2.11). We first present the equation in their most general form, followed by approx-

imations and simplifications for Earth’s mantle.

Continuity Equation

The continuity equation illustrates the conservation of mass: The variation of mass in

given domain is equal to the mass flux across its boundaries.
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Dρ

Dt
=
∂ρ

∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~u) = 0, (2.1)

with ρ being the density, t the time, the differential operator ~∇ =
(

∂
∂x ,

∂
∂y ,

∂
∂z

)T
and the

velocity vector ~u = (u, v, w)T .

Equation of Motion

The conservation of momentum is described by the equation of motion. It states that

the change of momentum is equal to the sum of pressure forces, viscous forces and exter-

nal forces.

D(ρ~u)

Dt
= −∇p+ ~∇ · σ + ~F , (2.2)

with D
Dt = ∂

∂t + (~u · ~∇) being the total derivative, p the pressure, σ the stress tensor and

~F external forces. For Rayleigh-Bernard convection, the external forces (~F ) are primarily

gravitational forces.

Heat Equation

Temperature in a given volume changes due to temporal variations as well as variations

due to advection. The total change of temperature is equal to thermal conduction and the

internal rate of heating.

ρcp
DT

Dt
= ~∇ · (kT ~∇T ) +QT . (2.3)

With D
Dt = ∂

∂t + (~u · ~∇) again being the total derivative and the differential operator

~∇ =
(

∂
∂x ,

∂
∂y ,

∂
∂z

)T
. cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, T is the temper-

ature, QT the internal heat sources and kT is the thermal conductivity.
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Compositional Equation

The compositional equation is analogous to the heat equation:

DC

Dt
= ~∇ · (κC ~∇C) +QC . (2.4)

similar to the heat equation, C is the composition, κC compositional diffusivity and QC

is the internal production of composition.

Equation of state

Convection in Earth’s mantle is driven by buoyancy forces which result from the vari-

ation of density within. Thus, the equation of state describing variation of density as a

function of the temperature, composition and pressure is an important equation:

ρ(T,C, p) = ρ0(1− α(T − T0) + β(C − C0) + γ(p− p0)). (2.5)

α and β are the expansivity coefficients for temperature and composition, γ is the

iso-thermal compressibility. ρ0, p0, T0 and C0 are reference values for every quantity.

2.1.1. Non-dimensional Parameters

CITCOM solves equations 2.1 to 2.4 with simplifications for Earth’s mantle (see Chapter

2.1.2) in a non-dimensional form. Every variable is rewritten using characteristic scales

(Normand et al., 1977) to combine them into non-dimensional similarity parameters. The

main advantage is to reduce the total number of unknowns in the governing equations.

Following Turcotte et al. (1973) and Normand et al. (1977) we obtain:

~x′ =
~x

d
t′ = t · κ0

d2
~u′ = ~u · d

κ0
σ′ = σ

d2

κ0η0

T ′ =
T − T0

∆T
C ′ =

C − C0

∆C
p′ =

d2p

κ0η0
κ′T =

κT
κ0

(2.6)

with all variables with an apostrophe (′) being non-dimensional variables and the vari-

ables with the index ’0’ being a reference value defined at the top of the model domain.
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The dimensional variables are:

• ~x=̂ position vector

• ~u=̂ velocity vector

• d=̂ height of box

• κT =̂ thermal diffusivity

• σ=̂ stress tensor

• t=̂ time

• C=̂ composition

• T =̂ temperature

• p=̂ pressure

• ∆T,∆C=̂ difference of T and C across

the box

The similarity approach leads to two main non-dimensional parameters RaT and RaC

describing ratio of convection driving forces to resisting forces:

RaT =
αρg∆Td3

κη
(2.7)

RaC,i =
∆ρigd

3

κη
(2.8)

with α being the thermal expansivity, ρ the density, g the gravitational acceleration,

d the height of the domain, κ the thermal diffusivity, η the viscosity, ∆ρi the density

differences due to composition.

2.1.2. Simplifications for Earth’s mantle

To further simplify the governing equations, some adequate simplifications for the mantle

are made. Extremely high viscosity in the mantle (≈ 1023Pa s) effectively makes all inertial

forces negligible (?). We assume no internal heat sources, no adiabatic and viscous heating,

and composition cannot change diffusely (i.e. κC = 0), nor can it be created (QC = 0).

Most importantly, the Boussinesq approximation (e.g. Turcotte et al., 1973) states that

all variables are constant and density variations are only considered in the buoyancy term.

This leads to the following equations in a non-dimensional form (Normand et al., 1977;

Turcotte et al., 1973).
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∇ · ~u = 0 (2.9)

∂T

∂t
+ ~u · ~∇T = ~∇2T (2.10)

∂Ci

∂t
+ ~u · ~∇Ci = 0 (2.11)

− ~∇p+ ~∇ · η[(∇~u) + (∇~u)T ] + (RaTT −
N∑
i=1

RaC,iCi)~ez︸ ︷︷ ︸
Buoyancy forces

= 0, (2.12)

Equation 2.12 is the Stokes equation, with ~ez being the vertical unit vector. Compared

to the Navier-Stokes-equation (eq. 2.2), it states that variation of buoyancy is only driven

by thermal and compositional differences. The absence of inertial forces cause the equation

to become time-independent, i.e. a given temperature and composition field describes an

instantaneous flow field.

2.2. Rheology

The viscosity resulting from rheological laws is the dominant parameter controlling mantle

dynamics and subduction zones in particular. Temperature, pressure and stress are key

factors influencing the magnitude of viscosity which varies by several orders of magnitude

across Earth’s mantle (Karato and Wu, 1993). In our models, four dominant deforma-

tion mechanisms are implemented: diffusion creep, dislocation creep, Byerlee’s law and a

maximum viscosity.

Diffusion and dislocation creep describe how a material deforms at microscopic level

when exposed to stress (Karato and Wu, 1993). At low stress levels, atoms migrate

between crystal grains diffusely, hence diffusion creep (Schubert et al., 2001). Diffusion

creep is expected to be dominant at large mantle depths with high temperature and low

strain rates. At higher stresses, or large crystal grains, dislocation creep describes the

migration of atoms along ’dislocations’ (lattice imperfections) in the crystal (Karato and
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Jung, 2003). Unlike diffusion creep, dislocation creep is a non-linear (or non-Newtonian)

deformation mechanism. This implies, that the viscosity is strain-dependent and vice-

versa. Dislocation creep is believed to be the dominant mechanism in the mantle wedge

and during deformation of a subducting slab (van Hunen et al., 2005) which are key areas

in this study.

Numerically, diffusion (ηdiff ) and dislocation creep (ηdisl) are described by the same

equation:

η = A
1
n ε̇

1−n
n exp

(E + pV

nRT

)
(2.13)

where ε̇ is the second invariant of the strain rate, E the activation energy, A an expo-

nential constant, p the pressure, V the activation volume, T the temperature and n the

power-law exponent. The latter distinguishes the creep mechanisms, namely, n = 1 for

diffusion creep (the viscosity does not depend on the strain rate) and n ∼ 3.5 for disloca-

tion creep (Ranalli, 1995). See table 2.1 for commonly used parameters. In the following,

every chapter will further list the specifically used parameter for each set of models.

Byerlee’s law is used to express brittle failure at low temperatures reducing the material’s

strength (Byerlee, 1978). Brittle failure acts when the stresses is higher than the yield

strength, which is depth dependent. Thus, the approximation of Byerlee’s law influencing

viscosity reads:

ηy =
min(σ0 + µp, σmax)

ε̇
(2.14)

where σ0 the cohesion, µ the friction coefficient and σmax the maximum yield strength.

A maximum viscosity (ηmax = 1023Pa s) is applied to limit viscosity contrasts across

the models domain and substitutes for any other unimplemented deformation mechanism

such as Peierl’s mechanism (Kameyama et al., 1999) or other low-temperature plasticity.

Each rheological law is calculated universally during every time step and the dominant

deformation mechanism (i.e. the one generating the lowest viscosity) is applied.
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ηeff = min(ηdiff , ηdisl, ηy, ηmax) (2.15)

2.3. Numerical Scheme

The governing equations for conservation of mass, momentum, energy and composition

(equations 2.9 to 2.12) are discretized and solved by CITCOM (Moresi et al., 1996; Zhong

et al., 2000), a finite element code. We use a Cartesian version in both 2D and 3D

with an undeformable grid, which is parallelized to allow for finer resolution and faster

numerical treatment. A tracer approach is used to advect temperature and composition

fields once the velocity field has been computed (van Hunen et al., 2002) and to ensure

the conservation of composition (Wang et al., 2015).

2.3.1. Finite Element Approach

CITCOM solves the non-dimensional equations 2.9, 2.10 and 2.12 with the finite element

method (FEM). Given that only equations 2.10 and 2.11 are time-dependent, the governing

equations can be solved in two discrete steps. Initial temperature and compositional fields

define a unique instantaneous flow field (Hager and O’Connell, 1981). By approximating

the flow field to be constant over a given short time-interval ∆t, the temperature and

compositional fields are advected according to the computed flow field. In the following

time step, the temperature field is updated and the process is repeated.

For the finite element method, the PDEs are first converted to an integral form by

multiplying them with weighting functions and integration. The entire model domain is

split up into small square (cubic in 3D) sub-domains, the elements. The four (eight in 3D)

corners of every element are so-called ’Gauss-points’ (or ’nodes’) on which the unknown

variables are calculated (Hughes, 2012). Shape function are used to interpolate the values

from the nodes to the element’s interior. The shape function differ depending on the

calculated variable: It is a linear function for the velocity field, but a constant function

for pressure velocities and a constant shape function for pressure (Zhong et al., 2007).

To solve the equations, the conservation of momentum (equation 2.12) and mass (equa-

tion 2.9) are rearranged to a matrix-vector notations:
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Au+Bp = f (2.16)

BTu = 0 (2.17)

where A is the stiffness matrix, u the unknown velocities, B the discrete gradient op-

erator, p the unknown pressures and f are body and boundary forces acting on the fluid,

including the gravitational force. The precise entries of A and B follow the finite element

notation of Hughes (1987).

To reduce equations 2.16 and 2.17 to a single equation and to be able to apply an

iterative Uzawa algorithm, u is eliminated (Moresi and Solomatov, 1995):

(BTA−1B)p = BTA−1f (2.18)

The left-hand side (BTA−1B) is a symmetric positive-definite tensor. The equation can

is solved for p with an iterative conjugate gradient solver, the Uzawa algorithm (Zhong

et al., 2007). The iterative solver lasts until the residual between two iteration drops below

a predefined accuracy.

Solving a fluid-flow with high advective energy transport compared to energy diffusion (a

high Peclet number), makes the system liable to numerical diffusion. CITCOM therefore

calculates the advective term of the heat equation (equation 2.10) on ’numerical particles’

(see Chapter 2.3.3) which are advected with the flow field. The diffusive term is solved

on grid points. As for equations 2.16 and 2.17, a vector matrix notation is formed for the

diffusive terms.

MṪ + (A+ C)T = f (2.19)

with T being a vector containing the temperature, M relevant mass martix, A the

stiffness matrix, C the advection matrix and f the force vector. This equation is solved

by an explicit predictor-corrector algorithm (Zhong et al., 2007).
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2.3.2. Solving non-linear rheology

The models in this study include a non-linear rheology (see dislocation creep, equation

2.13), i.e. the viscosity is dependent on the flow field an vice-versa. The stiffness matrix in

equation 2.16 is thus also a function of the flow field. An additional iteration is wrapped

around the solver for the flow field (equation 2.18) to solve for the non-linearity: The

viscosity field is updated according to the previously calculated flow field, which is turn

computes a new viscosity field. As in equation 2.18, the iteration stops when a threshold

accuracy is greater than the difference between two consecutive iterations.

2.3.3. Marker in Cell approach

To solve the conservation of composition equation (equation 2.11) and better compute

the advection of model parameters, a Marker in Cell approach (also known as ’tracers’ or

’particles’) is used (van Hunen et al., 2002). At the beginning of every model, numerical

particles are distributed randomly and homogeneously across the model domain. They

contain model variables, such as temperature and composition, but are also used to store

petrological data (see Chapter 2.4). Every particle is advected by a velocity interpolated

from the closest nodal points, using a second order Runge-Kutta method. To ensure the

conservation of composition, a conservative velocity interpolation (CVI) particle-tracking

technique is used (Wang et al., 2015). After advection, the carried information is in-

terpolated back to nodes by a weighted averaging technique within every element. The

interpolated values for temperature and composition are then further used to compute the

following flow-field.

2.4. Linking CITCOM to petrological databases based on

Perple X

In Chapter 5, combined thermo-mechanical and petrological software are used to analyse

melt sources and locations in continental collision zones. We therefore adopt the approach

previously used in Bouilhol et al. (2015); Magni et al. (2014a) and Freeburn et al. (2017)

and link CITCOM to thermodynamical databases computed by Perple X (Connolly, 2005).
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Parameters Symbols Value and Unit

Rheological pre-exponent A 3.6× 109[Pa−ns−1]
Activation Energy E 360 [kJ/mol]
Rheological power law exponent n 1 (diff.c.), 3.5 (disl.c.) [-]
Lithostatic pressure p0 [Pa]
Gas constant R 8.3 [J/K/mol]
Temperature T [◦C]
Compositional function C [-]
Velocity u [m/s]
Vertical unit vector ~ez [-]
Absolute temperature Tabs [K]
Reference temperature Tm 1350 [◦C]
Thermal Rayleigh Number RaT 4.4× 106[−]
Compositional Rayleigh Number RaC 1.7× 107[−]

Gravitational acceleration g 9.8[m/s2]
Thermal expansivity α 3.5x10−5[K−1]
Thermal diffusivity κ 10{−6}[m2/s]

Compositional density contrast ∆ρC 600[kg/m3]
Strain rate ε̇ [s−1]
Effective viscosity ηeff [Pa s]
Yielding viscosity ηY [Pa s]
Reference viscosity ηm 1020 [Pa s]
Viscosity difference crust-mantle (Careful) ∆η 0.01 [-]
Temperature drop over mantle ∆T 1350 [K]
Friction coefficient µ 0.1 [-]

Reference density ρ 3300 [kg/m3]
Yield stress τy [MPa]
Surface yield stress τ0 40 [MPa]
Maximum yield stress τmax 400 [MPa]
Weak zone viscosity ηweak 1020[Pa s]

Table 2.1.: Table with parameters used in this study.
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Perple X is a software tool that uses Gibbs free energy minimization to calculate stable

mineral assemblages under given temperature, pressure and bulk-water contents and for

a given composition. All stable mineral assemblages are precomputed with Perple X and

stored in so-called ’look-up tables’. For every material type used in the models, 100 P-T

diagrams with hydration values between 0 w.t.% and 5 w.t.% are calculated (see Figures

2.1 and 2.2).

In total, look-up table for five different material types are computed: The primitive

mantle (with the composition from Zindler and Hart (1986)), the depleted mantle (Work-

man and Hart, 2005), oceanic crust (Schmidt and Poli, 1998) as well as the upper and

lower crust (Rudnick and Gao, 2003). The look-up tables for first three material types

were originally computed in Bouilhol et al. (2015), where detailed explanation of assump-

tions and parameters can be found. Upper and lower crust are based on Freeburn et al.

(2017). Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are exemplary look-up table for upper and lower continental

crust for 2 w.t.% hydration.

The look-up tables are linked to CITCOM by numerical particles (see Chapter 2.3.3). At

the initial time-step every tracer is assigned one material type and linked to the associated

look-up tables. As described in Chapter 2.3.3, the particles are advected at every time-step

by the computed flow field. After the advection and interpolation to a new location (thus

new P-T condition), the tracer updates its stable mineral assemblages from the look-up

table accordingly. When consulting the look-up tables, an adiabatic temperature gradient

is added to the model temperature (0.5◦C/km) because adiabatic heating is not taken into

account in the governing equations.

By using thermodynamical databases, dehydration and rehydration processes are ex-

plicitly modeled which can significantly influence the presence or absence of melt. If free

excess water appears due to dehydration reactions, it is re-distributed using the method

described by Magni et al. (2014a). It migrates vertically upwards until it is able to form

new hydrous minerals, triggers melting, or until it reaches the surface. This migration is

modelled to occur instantaneously; this approach makes the assumption that the water

migration is much faster than solid flow.

For this study we only use the results from the petrological databases passively. This
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implies the data obtained from the databases do not change the viscosity, buoyancy or

temperature field within the thermomechanical model. In other settings, such as smaller

scaled models (e.g. lithospheric scale), it can however be useful to use the hydration,

melting, densities and mineral assemblages from the databases to actively change the

thermomechanical model by calculating material properties of the solid rock.
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1 - Cpx, Gt, Pheng, coe, law, ta, tpz

2 - Cpx, Gt, Pheng, coe, law, ta

5 - Amph, Gt, Pheng, coe, law, ta

6 - Amph, Gt, Pheng, coe, ky, law, ta

4 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, coe, law, ta

3 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, coe, law

7 - Amph, Gt, Pheng, ky, law, q, ta

8 - Amph, Gt, Pheng, law, q, ta

9 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, law, q, ta

10 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, law, q

11 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, law, q, zo

12 -  Amph, Gt, Pheng, law, q, zo/cz

14 -  Amph, Gt, Pheng, fctd, law, q, ta

13 -  Amph, Gt, Pheng, cz, law, q, ta

15 -  Amph, Gt, Pheng, cz, fctd, law, q

16 -  Amph, Gt, Pheng, acti, cz, fctd, q

18 -  Amph, Gt, Pheng, q, cz/zo

17 -  Amph, Gt, Pheng, fctd, q, zo/cz

19 -  Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, q, zo

20 -  Amph, Pheng, q, zo

21 - Cpx, Gt, Pheng, coe, law, h2o

22 - Cpx, Gt, Pheng, coe, h2o

23 - Cpx, Gt, Pheng, ky, h2o

24 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, law, q, h2o

25 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Pheng, q, zo, h2o

26 - Amph, Pheng, feldspar, q, zo, h2o
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Lower continental crust with 2wt% H2O

acti = actinolite; Amph = amphibole; coe = coesite; Cpx = clinopyroxene; cz = clino-
zoisite; fctd = Fe-chloritoid; Gt = garnet; ky = kyanite;  law = lawsonite; Pheng = 
phengite; q = qartz; ru = rutile; sph = sphene; ta = talc; tpz = hydroxy-topaz; zo = zoisite

Figure 2.1.: A P-T diagram for lower continental crust at 2 w.t.% hydration with composition from
Rudnick and Gao (2003). Light blue shaded areas include mineral bound water. In total,
100 such P-T diagrams with hydration values between 0 w.t.% and 5 w.t. % are have been
computed. Courtesy to Valentina Magni.
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1 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, coe, law, ru, tpz

2 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, coe, law, ru

3 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, coe, law, ru, Amph

4 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, q, law, ru, Amph

5 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, q, law, Amph

6 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, q, law, Amph, sph

7 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, q, law, Amph, sph, cz/zo

Amph = amphibole; coe = coesite; Cpx = clinopyroxene; cz = clinozoisite; Gt = garnet;  
law = lawsonite; q = qartz; ru = rutile; sph = sphene; tpz = hydroxy-topaz; zo = zoisite

8 - Cpx, Mica, q, law, Amph, sph, cz/zo

9 - Cpx, Mica, q, law, Amph, zo

10 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, coe, law, ru, h2o

11 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, coe, ru, h2o

13 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, coe, h2o

12 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, coe, law, h2o

14 - Cpx, Gt, Mica, q, h2o

15 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Mica, q, law, h2o

16 - Cpx, Amph, Gt, Mica, q, h2o 

17 - Cpx, Amph, Mica, q, zo, h2o 

18 - Cpx, Amph, Mica, q, h2o 

19 - Cpx, Amph, Mica, q, feldspar, h2o 
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Figure 2.2.: A P-T diagram for upper continental crust at 2 w.t.% hydration with composition from
Rudnick and Gao (2003). Light blue shaded areas include mineral bound water. In total,
100 such P-T diagrams with hydration values between 0 w.t.% and 5 w.t. % have been
computed. Courtesy to Valentina Magni.
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3. Episodic back-arc spreading centre jumps

This chapter is in preparation to be submitted as Schliffke, N., van Hunen, J., Gueydan,

F., Magni, V., & Allen, M. B. (tbc). ’Episodic back-arc spreading jumps controlled by

subduction zone length’ to ’Nature Geoscience’. Nicholas Schliffke was responsible for

developing the hypothesis, setting up the models and writing the manuscript.

3.1. Abstract

Episodic jumps of the location of the oceanic spreading centre are a common although not

universal feature of back-arc basins, but the physical mechanism controlling the process is

not understood. Spreading centre jumps are widely seen to result from changes of bound-

ary effects (e.g. plate reorganisation), strength or buoyancy variations on the subducting

plate, or singular events such as opening of slab windows. However, no back-arc spreading

jumps have been physically modelled in analogue or numerical models, suggesting a gap

in the modelling approach or modern plate tectonic theory. We here present a new mech-

anism for periodic back-arc spreading jumps towards a homogeneous retreating slab. We

model back-arc spreading jumps in simple 3D settings with a narrow retreating subduc-

tion system, bound laterally by continents. We find that oceanic plate widths determine

the spreading duration before jumps. We further show that natural, elongating transform

faults that bound the spreading centre become inactive when reaching a threshold length

(∼1.3x plate width). Subsequently, the back-arc spreading centre and neighbouring plates

are strongly coupled, and ongoing trench retreat rapidly causes the overriding plate to

rupture closer to the trench while the old basin is abandoned. Our results explain why

the narrowest subducting plates, such as the Calabrian slab, experience more frequent and

closer spreading jumps than the long-period jumps of wider subduction zones, such as the
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Scotia plate. With this mechanism, the longest subduction zones should not undergo such

jumps within the plate tectonic life cycle, consistent with natural examples.

3.2. Introduction

The life cycle of an oceanic plate from creation by seafloor spreading to destruction at

subduction zones is fundamental to plate tectonics (Crameri et al., 2019). Most subduction

zone hinges are retreating with respect to the lower mantle, i.e. they are migrating in the

opposite direction of plate motion (Garfunkel et al., 1986). This processes, known as

rollback, exerts tensional stresses on the overriding lithosphere, frequently forming back-

arc spreading centres (Dewey, 1980; Dvorkin et al., 1993) that evolve into small oceanic

basins. The transition from a rigid overriding plate to back-arc spreading is controlled

by heterogeneities in the strength or buoyancy of the subducting or overriding plates:

rupturing of the overriding plates is often enhanced by either weak arcs with melt- or

fluid-weakening (Baitsch-Ghirardello et al., 2014; Boutelier and Cruden, 2013) or trench

rotation after lateral subduction of buoyant material (Magni et al., 2014b; Menant et al.,

2016; Wallace et al., 2009).

While spreading in most back-arc basins ceases rapidly after 5-15 Myr of activity (Wal-

lace et al., 2009), others experience continuous trench rollback and (one or more) episodic

back-arc spreading centre jumps (Clark et al., 2008; Sdrolias and Müller, 2006; Wallace

et al., 2009, and see schematic sketch in Figure 3.1). Such jumps have been recorded in

South East Asia (e.g. Philippine Sea plate (Deschamps et al., 2008), Lau Basin (Parson

et al., 1990; Schellart et al., 2006)) or in narrow subduction zones (e.g. Scotia (Eagles and

Jokat, 2014; Maldonado et al., 2014, 2015), Lesser Antilles (Allen et al., 2019) and Tyrrhe-

nian Sea (Faccenna et al., 2001b; Spadini and Podladchikov, 1996)). The former region

has experienced large scale plate-reorganisation (Schellart et al., 2006) and subduction po-

larity flips (Schellart et al., 2006; Teng et al., 2000), possibly causing transient stress field

changes to facilitate back-arc jumps. The latter regions, however, show continuous trench

retreat along continental margins without major plate reorganisation or significant spatial

variation of buoyancy or rheologies. In these regions, their main defining characteristics
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are large scale bounding transform faults, decoupling neighbouring and overriding plates,

and formation of STEP (Govers and Wortel, 2005; Rosenbaum et al., 2008) (’subduction-

transform-edge-propagator’) faults. STEP faults are created at slab edges retreating along

neighbouring plates, thereby tearing through lithosphere at the plate boundary.

Figure 3.1.: Sketch of a spreading centre jump in a retreating subduction zone, bound laterally by trans-
form faults. The subducting slab tears along STEP (subduction-transform-edge-propagator)
faults, whereas the back-arc moves relative to the neighbouring along transform faults (grey
shaded regions). Within a short period is old spreading centre and the associate volcanic
arc extinct, and a new spreading centre forms closer to the retreating trench.

All explanations for the occurrence of spreading jumps have been suggested to be sin-

gular rare events, such as the interaction between the oceanic slab and the 660 km dis-

continuity (Faccenna et al., 2001b), the opening of lateral slab windows at depth (Magni

et al., 2014b), the rearrangement of mantle flow pattern (Sdrolias and Müller, 2006) or

property inhomogeneities such as inherited weakness in the overriding plate (Clark et al.,

2008). However, no physical mechanism has been demonstrated in numerical or analogue

models, suggesting there is a gap in current modelling approaches or the fundamental plate

tectonic theory. Given that STEP- and transform faults are a common characteristic of

all regions without major plate reorganisation, this work focuses on their creation and
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evolution. It is currently unclear whether interaction of a homogeneous subducting slab

with bounding transform faults can influence subduction dynamics in any manner, hence

also contribute to episodic back-arc spreading centre jumps.

We therefore investigate back-arc spreading jumps in 3D numerical models with ho-

mogeneous plates. An important feature of our models is that plate interaction along

transform faults, STEPs and during trench retreat is not imposed and instead allowed to

develop naturally from the initial conditions. This interaction of all plates provides a new

physically feasible mechanism for back-arc spreading jumps: after onset of initial back-arc

spreading, ongoing rollback increases the overriding plate size and thus deformation along

transform faults separating it from neighbouring plates. Given that this deformation is

purely driven by trench rollback of a narrow slab, the total amount of deformation is

limited which ultimately triggers the back-arc spreading jumps. This mechanism involves

episodicity controlled by natural boundary effects, without a requirement for compositional

or structural weaknesses, deep mantle dynamics, or a change in boundary conditions such

as plate convergence rate.

3.3. Controls of trench retreat and back-arc spreading

Back-arc spreading and trench rollback are intrinsically linked. In models with subducting

slabs only, resisting forces are limited to deformation of the slab and mantle (Davies, 1988;

Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975). As such, trench retreat is a function of slab strength (Stegman

et al., 2010a) and width (Schellart et al., 2007; Stegman et al., 2006) as well as toroidal

mantle flow around slab edges (Király et al., 2017; Schellart et al., 2007). Adding a strong

or thick overriding plate reduces retreat velocities (Sharples et al., 2014), implying that

high retreat velocities are only possible with free-trailing thin overriding plates such as in

back-arc spreading centres (Clark et al., 2008). Finally, the presence of neighbouring plates

further reduces trench retreat velocities (Yamato et al., 2009). The strength of interfaces

to neighbouring plates, along which the retreating slab must tear through lithosphere,

controls trench retreat and curvature (Hale et al., 2010): high tear resistance causes high

trench curvature and slow rollback (Hale et al., 2010) as deformation is focussed along
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plate boundaries rather than mantle flow below. In contrast, low tear resistance facilitates

trench retreat. The transition from a rigid overriding plate to back-arc spreading requires

more processes or weaknesses than tensional stresses from trench rollback alone (Magni

et al., 2014b; Sdrolias and Müller, 2006). Melt- or fluid percolation (Baitsch-Ghirardello

et al., 2014; Nakakuki and Mura, 2013) or a thin volcanic arc (Boutelier and Cruden, 2013)

can substantially weaken the overriding plate and support plate rupturing. Moreover,

along strike buoyancy variation on the subducting plate have show to open a back-arc

spreading centre by effectively localizing tensional stresses during trench rotation after

lateral continental collision (Magni et al., 2014b; Menant et al., 2016). While multiple

mechanisms opening back-arc basins have been shown to be feasible in multiple analogue

and numerical models, the physical processes controlling the following back-arc spreading

jumps have not.

Figure 3.2.: Spreading jumps in the Tyrrhenian Sea (based on Gueydan et al. (2017)), Scotia (based on
Eagles and Jokat (2014)) and Caribbean (based on Allen et al. (2019)). All spreading centre
jumps occur towards a retreating trench and within bounds of STEP- or similar transform
faults.

Several active examples provide data for the scales and rates of ridge jumps: these are

benchmarks for any attempt to model the underlying controls and mechanisms (see Figure

3.2). In the Central Mediterranean subduction zone, the rollback of the Calabrian slab

towards the southeast has caused overriding plate extension to the East of Corsica-Sardinia

since about 14 Ma (Faccenna et al., 2001a; Gueydan et al., 2017). The slab rollback is

enabled by a STEP fault in the South. Episodic pulses of fast trench rollback (Faccenna

et al., 2001b) coincide with jumps from the extensional Cornaglia Basin to spreading in

the Vavilov Basin (4.3-2.6 Ma) (Kastens et al., 1990) and finally to the Marsili Basin
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(∼2-1 Ma) (Guillaume et al., 2010; Nicolosi et al., 2006) (Figure 3.2). For this region,

these pulses have been suggested to be caused by the slab’s inability to penetrate the

lower mantle (Faccenna et al., 2001b) and/or opening of slab windows in the previously

wider slab (Magni et al., 2014b). The Scotia subduction zone has retreated between

Antarctica and South America since ∼40 Ma (Maldonado et al., 2014, 2015). The present-

day configuration was established by the opening of the East Scotia ridge at ∼6-8 Ma, close

to the eastward retreating trench and at the same time as to the West Scotia Ridge became

inactive (Barker and Hill, 1981; Eagles and Jokat, 2014). Other than inherited weaknesses

or overriding plate heterogeneities (Clark et al., 2008), no other potential triggers for

this ridge jump have been identified. In the Caribbean, an Eocene back-arc spreading

jump from the Venezuelan Basin to the Grenada/Tobago Basin has been proposed to be

caused by continuous rollback between bounding STEP-faults (Allen et al., 2019). Given

that STEP-faults and large-scale transform faults are the common characteristic of all

three regions, we emphasise their creation and evolution in this work. Observations of

spreading ridge jumps are limited to these three regions, as tracing back-arc spreading

centre jumps across geological timescales is difficult because abandoned back-arc basins

are often deformed or destroyed by subduction. Examples of recent inactive back-arc

basins that are currently subducting are the Sulu Basin (which opened between 19-15 Ma

(Wallace et al., 2009) and the North Loyalty Basin (opened 44-35 Ma (Wallace et al., 2009)

in South East Asia.

3.4. Model setup

We present spreading centre jumps in 3D-models with a simple visco-plastic rheology and

without any compositional strength variation, showing that our mechanism is material

independent (see Chapter 2 for detailed description of methods and Table 3.1 for parame-

ters). We model a narrow slab (along-strike width varied between 400-1000 km) subducting

between two continental plates and below an overriding continental plate (Figure 3.3A).

The subducting plate is fixed to the model boundary, ensuring high rollback rates (Clark

et al., 2008; Stegman et al., 2010b). To establish subduction initiation, a slab segment
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is initially placed in the mantle and between prescribed transform faults which terminate

after 660 km. We further model a wide slab (1500 km) and a also test a model with con-

tinuous prescribed weak transform faults along the entire plate interfaces for comparison

(see Figures A.1 to A.6).

3.5. Results

Initial subduction and rollback can occur frictionless between the transform faults in all

models due to decoupling of the subducting and the overriding plates from neighbouring

plates (see Figure A.1 in the appendix for initial evolution). To study natural plate

interaction, we stop the prescribed transform faults and allow for spontaneous creation

of new transforms. Once rollback has reached the end of the prescribed transform faults,

the subducting slab tears through the lithosphere at the subduction hinge (at the STEP

faults) self-consistently (Figure A.1). At this point, the first back-arc basin is formed: high

tear resistance at STEP faults reduce lateral rollback at the plate interface (Hale et al.,

2010; Nijholt and Govers, 2015). Resulting trench curvature localizes stresses and ruptures

the upper plate. The model after formation of the first spreading ridge is comparable to

opening of back-arc basins in the models of Magni et al. (2014b) and set as t=0 (Figure

3.6) to enable comparison in all models (see Figure A.1). Opening of the first back-arc

basin is facilitated and simplified by the ending of the prescribed transform faults, but

once these are established the model can provide insight into the mechanisms causing

back-arc spreading jumps.

Models with oceanic plate widths between 600 and 1000 km show ongoing rollback with

back-arc spreading (Figure 3.3B). Trench retreat in general is only feasible by tearing of

lithosphere between subducting and neighbouring plates at STEP faults (Figure 3.3C).

High strain rates (here used for the second invariant of the strain rate) at the STEP

reduce the viscosity by pseudo-plasticity and dislocation creep and allows for vertical

tearing through the lithosphere (see Figures 3.4, 3.5 and A.2 for individual strain rate

components). Continuous trench retreat increases the distance between the trench and

the back-arc spreading centre. To enable relative motion of (the growing) overriding and
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Parameters Symbols Value and Unit

Rheological pre-exponent A 1 (diff.c.), 3.6× 109(disl.c.)[Pa−ns−1]
Activation Energy E 360 [kJ/mol]
Rheological power law exponent n 1 (diff.c.), 3.5 (disl.c.) [-]
Lithostatic pressure p0 [Pa]
Gas constant R 8.3 [J/K/mol]
Temperature T [◦C]
Compositional function C [-]
Velocity u [m/s]
Vertical unit vector ~ez [-]
Absolute temperature Tabs [K]
Reference temperature Tm 1350 [◦C]
Thermal Rayleigh Number RaT 4.4× 106[−]
Compositional Rayleigh Number RaC 1.7× 107[−]

Gravitational acceleration g 9.8[m/s2]
Thermal expansivity α 3.5x10−5[K−1]
Thermal diffusivity κ 10{−6}[m2/s]

Compositional density contrast ∆ρC 660[kg/m3]
Strain rate ε̇ [s−1]
Effective viscosity ηeff [Pa s]
Yielding viscosity ηY [Pa s]
Reference viscosity ηm 1020 [Pa s]
Temperature drop over mantle ∆T 1350 [K]
Friction coefficient µ 0.1 [-]

Reference density ρ 3300 [kg/m3]
Yield stress τy [MPa]
Surface yield stress τ0 40 [MPa]
Maximum yield stress τmax 400 [MPa]

Model Geometry

Domain depth h 660 [km]
Domain length l 4620 [km]
Domain width w 1720-2820 [km]
Overriding plate thickness Hop 120 [km]
Continental crust thickness Hcrust 40 [km]
Oceanic Slab age - 80 [Ma]
Mesh resolution from 7x7x8 to 20x20x8 [km3]
Weak zone viscosity ηweak 1020[Pa s]

Table 3.1.: Symbols, units and default model parameters used in this Chapter.
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Figure 3.3.: Model setup (A) and evolution (B-E) plotting the second invariant of the strain rate (ε̇II =√
0.5ε̇2ij) and temperature for an 800 km wide slab. Arrows represent absolute motion with

reference to the fixed model edge. Model evolution plots show the inset area of panel (A)
of surface strain rate in the centre of the model domain and the xz-temperature profile
up to 200 km depth along the red line. A) A narrow slab subducts between two buoyant
continents and below an overriding continental plate. The slab is initially placed up to
150 km deep in the mantle and between two prescribed transform faults ending after 660 km
to ensure subduction initiation. B) After opening of an initial back-arc basin, transform
faults form, connecting the trench and spreading centre. C) At a critical distance (∼1.3x
plate width), the transform faults become inactive, increasing coupling with neighbouring
plates and localization of stresses closer to the trench. D) A rapid ridge jump abandons the
old ridge. E) The slab width is decreased and new transform faults are formed.
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Figure 3.4.: The same snapshots as in Figure 3.3, but showing the εxy shear component. The plots show
how both the STEP and transform faults are dominated by shearing. See Figure A.2 in the
Appendix for the εxx extensional component.
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Figure 3.5.: Model evolution showing the εzx shear component. Both the upwelling at the spreading
centre and the downgoing plate at the trench are highlighted, whereas the transform faults
do not show. The transform faults thus only accommodate the relative movement of the
plates at the surface. See also Figure A.2 in the Appendix for the εxx extensional component.
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neighbouring plates, mainly high shear strain (see Figure 3.4) reduces material strength

to form transform faults between the slab edges at the trench and the back-arc spreading

centre naturally (Figures 3.3B and 3.4). Given the mobility of a small back-arc basin,

rollback rates briefly increase from 3 cm/yr up to 7 cm/yr in this first period of 5-10 Myrs

(Figure 3.6).

Given that all deformation (integrated strain rate at STEPs, bounding transforms,

downgoing plate bending and mantle flow below) is driven by subduction and rollback of

a single narrow slab, the total degree of deformation is limited. Deformation at STEP

faults remains identical during the entire model evolution, as the tear resistance (Hale

et al., 2010) remains constant. However, with ongoing trench retreat, deformation along

the elongating transform faults increases, simultaneously with the trench retreat rates

reducing (Figure 3.6). At a critical transform length (∼1.3x slab width), the transforms

become inactive near the spreading centre (Figure 3.3C) due to the shear strain dropping

below the threshold value to trigger any kind of weakening. This strengthens the previously

active transform faults and strongly couples the overriding plate, including the spreading

centre, to the neighbouring plates. Ongoing rollback then localises stresses closer to the

trench where a new spreading centre is formed within a very short timescale of 2-4 Myr

(Figure 3.3D,E) while the old basin is abandoned rapidly. The second back-arc spreading

centre localises where the toroidal flow around the slab edges cause highest stresses at

the base of the overriding plate (Schellart and Moresi, 2013, see Figure A.3). With the

spreading jump, the total deformation at surface is reduced and the slab width shortened

(Figure 3.3D) which causes a pulse of increased rollback of 1 cm/yr (Figure 3.6).

Within the set of models with back-arc spreading jumps, the maximum transform length

as well as the spreading duration before the jump reduce for narrow slabs (Figure 3.6).

For a uniformly thick subducting plate, its width determines the total amount of potential

energy (Magni et al., 2014b) and thus the total possible deformation. The tear resistance

to create STEP-fault at the hinge (Hale et al., 2010) as well as bending at the trench re-

mains identical for all models throughout model evolution. Only deformation of transform

faults varies in time. As narrow slabs can account for less overall deformation, the max-

imum transform length is thus shorter. Wider slabs enable longer transform faults (and
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Figure 3.6.: A) Trench velocities and B) transform lengths for models with various plate widths. Model
times are scaled, so the first back-arc opens at 0 Myrs. Opening of back-arc basins increase
rollback rates temporally. While the overriding plate and transforms grow with ongoing
rollback, rollback rates decrease. Spreading jumps are displayed in the suddenly decreased
transform length. Subduction ceases in the 400 km model, as well as in the 600 km model
after ridge jump, due to the inability to tear through lithosphere at plates interfaces (see
appendix).

larger overriding plates), causing rarer (and hence longer wavelength) spreading jumps.

We conclude that the main competing factors in these models are: 1) The strength of the

overriding plate, which needs to be overcome to open back-arc basins; 2) tear resistance to

create STEP-faults at the subduction hinge and maintain the transform faults along the

growing, overriding plate, which are ultimately determined by the rheological properties

and 3) the width of the slab.

To support our conclusions, we present cases without back-arc spreading centre jumps.

Models without jumps for a 400 km and a 1500 km wide slab, as well as a model with a weak

plate interface with neighbouring plates throughout, are presented in the supplementary

material. Each model has a different explanation for the absence of jumps: a 400 km wide

slab is unable to overcome tear resistance at STEP faults (i.e. the strain rate induced

by slab pull is not high enough to weaken the lithosphere) which prevents rollback and

subduction completely (Figure A.4 and Figure 3.6). In contrast, the 1500 km wide slab
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retreats continuously until it reaches the model edge (after > 4000 km retreat) without a

spreading jump (Figure A.5). Although a jump might occur in a longer model domain,

such lengthy uninterrupted rollback is unlikely to happen within a plate tectonic cycle.

No spreading jumps develop in models with prescribed weak zones (i.e. transform faults)

along neighbouring plates (Figure A.6). This demonstrates the need for natural evolution

of STEP and transform faults, and their importance for spreading jumps. With prescribed

weaknesses, both the slab and overriding plate can retreat along neighbouring plate with

little resisting forces, making the total transform fault distance between trench and back-

arc basin irrelevant. Subducting and overriding plate are basically independent from

neighbouring plates and thus spreading centres jumps are not feasible.

Given that the pseudo-plasticity, mimicking brittle behaviour, is mainly responsible

forming the STEP- and transform faults, we further test a higher and lower friction co-

efficient for a 800 km wide slab (µweak = 0.05 and µstrong = 0.05, see equation 2.14 and

green points in Figure 3.7). Both cases equally exhibit spreading centre jumps. A weaker

rheology (i.e. lower friction coefficient) facilitates the formation of STEPs and transform

faults. This leads to faster rollback rates and, because the total maximum transform

length remains similar, the spreading centre jumps occur more rapidly with such rheology.

Analogous, strong rheology impedes tearing, and thus increases spreading periods before

the spreading centre jumps.

3.6. Comparison to observations

Our models demonstrate a viable mechanism for back-arc spreading jumps in narrow,

continuously retreating subduction systems. Furthermore, we show why wide subduction

zones are unlikely to undergo any spreading jumps unless other forces act to initiate them

(e.g. plates re-organisation, nearby collision, along-trench variations of trench retreating

velocities). To validate our models, we compare the results to back-arc arc spreading cen-

tres both with and without spreading jumps. Two characteristics are used: 1) the distance

between the trench and back-arc basin (Figure 3.7A) which for our models and natural

cases retreating along two continental margins is equivalent to the transform length; and
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2) the back-arc spreading duration (Figure 3.7B), which is relatively well constrained in

nature by dating of appropriate sedimentary rocks (Chamot-Rooke et al., 1999; Pérez

et al., 2016) and magnetic seafloor lineations (Allen et al., 2019; Chamot-Rooke et al.,

1999). Figure 3.7 shows that plate widths are linearly correlated to both characteris-

tics in all models with back-arc spreading jumps while models without jumps (400 km and

1500 km) plot clearly below the regression line. Data points from observations show a com-

mon short back-arc spreading duration of 3-15 Myrs which also explains short distances

between trench and spreading centre (< 800 km). Exceptions are subduction systems

retreating between continental margins and with spreading jumps, i.e. Tyrrhenian Sea

(Calabria), Lesser Antilles and Scotia, which all plot close to the regression line. The

regression line thus represents an important threshold: Given that we expect spreading

jumps to open a new spreading centre and abandon an old rift close to this line, we infer

that no active back-arc spreading centre should ever plot above the line, consistent with

natural data. Our models suggest that the longest subduction zones with back-arc basins,

such as the Aleutian (> 2000 km) or the New Hebrides (∼1600 km) are not likely to jump,

as they would require long-term, uninterrupted rollback of > 40 Myrs if our linear inter-

polation would be valid at such subduction zone lengths. According to our models, the

narrowest plate widths for spreading jumps in central Mediterranean (< 300 km) should

not be subducting at all, as lithospheric tearing at STEPs is not feasible. Observations of

such subducting narrow plates show, however, that the minimum plate width is lower in

nature than in our models. Additional processes reducing tear resistance in nature could

be weaker plate boundaries (Hale et al., 2010; Nijholt and Govers, 2015), ’true’ brittle

deformation at the STEP-faults, reactivation of old-faults or strain-weakening.

Besides the presented characteristics, historic evolution of back-arc spreading jumps

exhibit similarities to our models. Trench mobility is well documented in the Scotia and

Calabrian subduction systems (Eagles and Jokat, 2014; Faccenna et al., 2001b; Nicolosi

et al., 2006). In both regions, short-lived rollback pulses coincided with opening of the

Vavilov (Kastens et al., 1990) and Marsili basins (Nicolosi et al., 2006; Patacca et al.,

1993) as well as East Scotia ridge (Eagles and Jokat, 2014). Before and after jumps, trench

retreat rates reduced, consistent with our models. Furthermore, the permanent reduction
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Figure 3.7.: Comparison of models and observations of back-arc spreading with and without jumps (see
Table A.1 for data aquisition). Timing in the natural data comprises the entire rifting and
spreading duration. A) The distance between trench and back-arc spreading centre. B)
Spreading duration of back-arcs. Models results are defined at the moment of jumps or at
model end for runs without jumps. Models with back-arc spreading jumps show a linear
trend, while the ones without spreading jumps plot clearly below. Observational data of
back-arc spreading jumps plot close to the regression line, while all other active or recently
inactive basins are located beneath it.
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of slab width following a jump is clearly visible south of the Sandwich islands, where the

Scotia slab was located during opening of the most recent basin (Eagles and Jokat, 2014).

Shallow earthquake distribution in these active areas is limited to the trench, transform

faults and the spreading centre (Scarf̀ı et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2003), highlighting

that they are indeed the main regions of deformation in such settings. Reconstructing the

Caribbean is more challenging, as a thick sedimentary layer covers the oceanic Venezuelan,

Grenada and Tobago basins. Furthermore, the Lesser Antilles exhibits puzzling features

such as the volcanic arc seemingly splitting ’its’ own back-arc, rather than being located

between the back-arc spreading centre and the trench (Aitken et al., 2011; Allen et al.,

2019). However, the (ceased) Grenada and Tobago basins have been recognised to have

a common origin, most likely an extended fore- (Aitken et al., 2011) or back-arc basin

(Allen et al., 2019). New magnetic and seismic data also suggest that the further inland

Venezuelan basin may be an extinct back-arc, prompting a spreading jump abandoning

to the older Venezuelan and opening the Grenada/Tobago basin (Allen et al., 2019). The

Lesser Antilles subduction zone has been quasi-stationary within the mantle reference

frame (e.g. Boschman et al., 2014), possible leading to the absence of a toroidal flow to

trigger the spreading centre jump. Although the toroidal flow induces the weakness where

the new spreading centre localises in these models, also other inherited weakness or a weak

volcanic arc could equally localise the initial tensional stresses.

The main characteristics of these three subduction systems are the large bounding trans-

form faults which the models show be sufficient to trigger back-arc spreading jumps.

Opening of inherited weaknesses (Clark et al., 2008), slab windows (Magni et al., 2014b)

or accelerated trench rollback due to the slab’s inability to penetrate the 660 km (Faccenna

et al., 2001b) are not necessary, as no slab windows are formed and the slab is lying flat on

the 660 km during the modelled spreading jumps. Such features might, however, further

facilitate the process by increasing the overall trench rollback rates and hence the stresses

in the overriding plate.

How subduction evolves to narrow retreating systems along STEP faults with back-arc

spreading remains to be determined. We favour a mechanism resulting from subduction

of two continental blocks, separated by continuous oceanic subduction and trench retreat
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in-between (Magni et al., 2014b). Single sided collision of a continental block, might ’only’

lead to opening of a back-arc basin and ongoing trench rotation along a single transform

fault (Menant et al., 2016) (e.g. Liguro-Provencal Basin, Aegean, Japan Sea). Probably

most fundamentally, it remains to be established which other processes can cause back-arc

spreading to cease (Sdrolias and Müller, 2006).

3.7. Further implications

Similarly to the cases of spreading centre jumps in retreating subduction systems, ridge

jumps have received much attention in context of the formation of microcontinents (e.g.

Jan Mayen, Socotra) (Mueller et al., 2001; Nemčok et al., 2016), where ridge jumps aban-

don continental fragments to create microcontinents, mainly in extensional rift settings.

These ridge jumps are explained by plumes weakening the spreading plate (Mittelstaedt

et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2001), or more localized magmatism (Abera et al., 2016) or

jumps of transform faults (Nemčok et al., 2016) isolating continental crust. Ridge jumps

forming microcontinents by changing activity of two main adjacent transform faults are

suggested for asymmetric rifting (Nonn et al., 2017) or changing stress fields (Schiffer

et al., 2019). Given that we show transform faults have a limited length in extensional

back-arc settings, this might also apply to rifting along mid-ocean ridges. This would sup-

port the idea of Gerya (2010) that ridge jumps at mid-ocean-ridges might be a response

to increasing stresses along the growing transform faults.

In modern plate tectonic theory, transform faults are often regarded as passive plate

boundaries that accommodate relative motion between two plates. These models demon-

strate that they genuinely can play a major role in subduction dynamics. The models

show that transform faults in back-arc settings faults have a finite length, depending on

the plate width. While deformation forces along transforms might be comparatively small

compared to the driving buoyancy forces for wide subduction zones, they are important

and non-negligible for narrow subduction zones. For the latter cases, we show that trans-

form faults are not only a passive feature but can actively influence subduction dynamics.
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3.8. Conclusion

We have shown how a subduction system, driven purely by slab pull of an oceanic plate,

can cause episodic jumps in the location of back-arc spreading centres. The interaction be-

tween back-arc spreading in the overriding and the neighbouring plate along self-consistent

transform faults is limited to a maximum transform length. Once this distance is reached,

a new spreading centre forms closer to the retreating trench and spreading jumps occur.

By demonstrating that the entire spreading period is dependent on the subducting plate

width, we are further able to explain why wider subduction zones, such as the Scotia

subduction zone, have rarer spreading centre jumps than the narrow Tyrrhenian Sea. The

new suggested physical mechanism is thus not only the first to be confirmed by numerical

models but it is also supported by matching data from natural examples.
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4. Rapid stress inversion during diachronous

continental collision

This chapter is in preparation to be submitted as Schliffke, N., van Hunen, J., Gueydan,

F., Magni, V., & Allen, M. B. (tbc). ’Rapid stress inversion during collision with an

irregular continental margin’ in ’Geology’. This work was prompted by a field trip to the

Betics, lead by Frederic Gueydan. Nicholas Schliffke subsequently developed the models in

this chapter to explain missing elements of Gueydan et al.’s. (2019) concept of continental

margin obduction and expanded it to general obduction processes in collisional settings.

4.1. Abstract

Obduction of young, unmetamorphosed ophiolites or whole continental margins require

rapid and large scale changes of the regional stress fields, reversing from tension to com-

pression within a very short period of a few million years. Most generally, ophiolites are

formed at extensional mid-ocean ridges, back-arc basins or during intra-oceanic subduc-

tion initiation. This work focuses on ophiolites that formed in a back-arc spreading centre

and obducted onto a continental margin during continental collision shortly after their

creation, as they have are not deformed or metamorphosed in deeper subduction pro-

cesses. Previous models deal either with formation of ophiolites, or with the subsequent

obduction process, while the evolution between these two stages remains less clear.

We here present 3D geodynamical models showing that continental collision with an

irregular continental margin can create the required stress field to generate, and shortly

after obduct, ophiolites or hyper-extended continental margins. Diachronous onset of colli-

sion triggers localized concentration of stresses in the overriding plate, thereby potentially

opening a back-arc spreading centre immediately before entire continental collision. This
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mechanism results in a purely geometrical change from tension to compression, without the

need for any far-field forcing, preexisting weaknesses or plate reorganisation. The timing

of the changing stress state as well as spatial dimensions in the models fit numerous areas

of ophiolite or continental margin obduction, such as the Norwegian Caledonides, New-

foundland or the highly curved Alboran and the Banda arcs. We further argue that this

setting is also favorable for intra-oceanic subduction polarity reversals at young back-arc

basins.

4.2. Hyperextended margins and ophiolites

Obduction of pieces of dense oceanic lithosphere (i.e. ophiolites) or continental margins,

including their mantle lithosphere, on top of lighter continental crust breakes the general

geological and stratigraphic law of superposition. The world’s largest sub-crustal expo-

sures, the Ronda and Beni peridotites, are found in the highly arcuate Alboran domain in

the western Mediterranean (Gueydan et al., 2019; Platt and Vissers, 1989). Gravitational

collapse after slab break-off (Platt and Vissers, 1989; Wal and Vissers, 1993) and a rifted

margin (Tub́ıa et al., 2009) were among the first mechanisms suggested to exhume sub-

continental mantle to the surface. More recently, hyperextension of the overriding plate

before, and thrusting during, continental collision has been proposed to lift the peridotites

to the surface (Frasca et al., 2017; Gueydan et al., 2019) (Figure 4.1). Although the over-

riding plate might be thinned by a westward retreating slab (Spakman et al., 2018; van

Hinsbergen et al., 2014) it is unclear why extension should localize close to the trench

immediately before collision.

This process for continental margin obduction is akin to ophiolite obduction following

continental subduction near back-arc basins or similar thermal anomalies (e.g. Duretz

et al., 2016; Rioux et al., 2013). HP-LT conditions of metamorphosed continental crust

underlying most ophiolites prove continental subduction occurs below oceanic lithosphere

during obduction (Goffé et al., 1988; Searle et al., 2004, 1994; Yamato et al., 2007). Al-

though the underlying rocks are metamorphosed, the ophiolites in Newfoundland (Dewey

and Casey, 2013; Kidd et al., 1978) or the Norwegian Caledonides (Slagstad and Kirkland,
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Figure 4.1.: Subcontinental mantle exhumation mechanism suggested by Frasca et al. (2017); Gueydan
et al. (2019). Hyperextension in the overriding plate by slab-rollback thins the continental
crust in the back-arc just before onset of continental collision. Continental collision causes
shortening and thrusting of the thinned continental crust including its mantle lithosphere
on top of the continental fragment located between trench and previously hyperextended
margin.
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2018) do not show any signs of having been subducted and have simply been thrusted on

top of the continental margin. These ophiolites are likely to have been obducted shortly

after their creation (< 5 Myrs) in a supra-subduction setting (Pearce et al., 1984; Pin et al.,

2002; Slagstad et al., 2014), most likely a back-arc basin, and they have been shown by

geochemical signals to have formed in a hydrous environment (Bédard et al., 1998). The

explanations for back-arc spreading coinciding with continental collision is unclear but this

coexistence could result from diachronous continental collision (Cawood and Suhr, 1992;

Slagstad and Kirkland, 2018).

Ophiolite creation is most commonly discussed in context of intra-oceanic subduction

zone initiation (SZI), most famously the Semail ophiolite (e.g. Guilmette et al., 2018).

Importantly, obducted SZI ophiolites exhibit the same basic ingredients as the examples

presented above: Alternating stress sequences and presence of a supra-subduction zone

(extensional) thermal anomaly (Jolivet et al., 2015). In such settings, ophiolites are formed

during initial plate sinking in a spreading proto-forearc (Guilmette et al., 2018). After a

short period of rollback, stresses in the overriding plate change to shortening and com-

pression during ophiolite obduction onto a continental margin (Duretz et al., 2016; van

Hinsbergen et al., 2019). SZI develops either spontaneously along transform faults or

other active plate boundaries (Casey and Dewey, 1984), or by forced initiation involving

far-field forces along inherited weaknesses or thermal anomalies in the overriding plate

(Beaussier et al., 2019; Guilmette et al., 2018). Examples for such external forcing include

plate reorganization (Agard et al., 2006), increased mantle plume activity (Vaughan and

Scarrow, 2003) or changing mantle convection patterns (Jolivet et al., 2015).

Previous numerical models have successfully modeled ophiolite obduction based on ob-

served data (Duretz et al., 2016; Hässig et al., 2016). In these 2D models, a prescribed

’thermal anomaly’ (Duretz et al., 2016) or a hot mantle upwelling (Hässig et al., 2016)

close to a continental-oceanic margin create a weak discontinuity. Shortening from far

field forcing leads to continental subduction, before net extension is required to place the

nappes on top of the exhuming continent.

In this study we focus on a more natural evolution of the obduction-characteristic rapid

stress reversals in the presence of a thermal anomaly, that characterise the obduction
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process, namely during diachronous continental collision in simple 3D geodynamical mod-

els without any external forcing. We further aim to highlight the similarities between the

Laurentia-Baltica collisional ophiolites (in Newfoundland and the Norwegian Caledonides)

and hyperextended continental-margin obduction in the highly arcuate and narrow Albo-

ran and Banda arcs.

4.3. Model setup

We investigate a possible stress regime evolution for obduction during continental collision

with an irregular continental margin (Figure 4.2) in a regional model scaling 3300 x 3960

x 660 km. The finite element code CITCOM (Moresi et al., 1996; van Hunen et al.,

2005; Zhong et al., 2000) solves the conservation equations for momentum, energy, mass

and composition (see Chapter 2 for details and Table 4.1 for parameters used). We use

a simple visco-plastic rheology including diffusion and dislocation creep, yielding and a

limiting maximum viscosity (Magni et al., 2014b; van Hunen and Allen, 2011). We do not

apply any external forcing, so the dynamics are thus driven purely by buoyancy forces.

The subducting and overriding plates are separated by a weakzone and are decoupled

from neighboring plates by transform faults to allow for toroidal mantle flow below (Magni

et al., 2017, 2014b; van Hunen and Allen, 2011). A continent embedded in the subducting

plate converges towards a continental overriding plate by subduction of an oceanic plate

in between. All continental crust is initially 40 km thick and its lithosphere is 100 km

thick. An oceanic embayment with a width (wb), breadth (bb) and bounded by the

passive margin with an angle (α), is located within the subducting continent (Figure 4.2).

To study the impact of the oceanic embayment, we systematically vary its width (600-

1200 km) and breadth (300-700km), whilst keeping the lateral passive margin angle (α)

constant at 30◦. The trench-perpendicular stresses σxx (extensional and compressional)

are computed to investigate where they localize and which areas should be dominated by

normal-faulting, thrusting or strike-slip faulting. We do not explicitly model the brittle

behaviour of obduction itself as deformation occurs continuously in the models, but use

the stresses as a proxy.
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Parameters Symbols Value and Unit

Rheological pre-exponent A 1 (diff.c.), 3.6× 109 (disl.c.) [Pa−ns−1]
Activation Energy E 360 [kJ/mol]
Rheological power law exponent n 1 (diff.c.), 3.5 (disl.c.) [-]
Lithostatic pressure p0 [Pa]
Gas constant R 8.3 [J/K/mol]
Temperature T [◦C]
Compositional function C [-]
Velocity u [m/s]
Vertical unit vector ~ez [-]
Absolute temperature Tabs [K]
Reference temperature Tm 1350 [◦C]
Thermal Rayleigh Number RaT 4.4× 106 [−]
Compositional Rayleigh Number RaC 1.7× 107 [−]

Gravitational acceleration g 9.8 [m/s2]
Thermal expansivity α 3.5× 10−5 [K−1]
Thermal diffusivity κ 10{−6} [m2/s]

Compositional density contrast ∆ρC 660 [kg/m3]
Strain rate ε̇ [s−1]
Effective viscosity ηeff [Pa s]
Yielding viscosity ηY [Pa s]
Reference viscosity ηm 1020 [Pa s]
Temperature drop over mantle ∆T 1350 [K]
Friction coefficient µ 0.1 [-]

Reference density ρ 3300 [kg/m3]
Yield stress τy [MPa]
Surface yield stress τ0 40 [MPa]
Maximum yield stress τmax 400 [MPa]

Model Geometry

Domain depth h 660 [km]
Domain length l 3300 [km]
Domain width w 3960 [km]
Overriding plate thickness Hop 100 [km]
Continental crust thickness Hcrust 40 [km]
Oceanic embayment size - 300x600 to 700x1200 [km]
Lateral embayment angle α 30 [◦]
Oceanic Slab age - 80 [Ma]
Mesh resolution from 4x5x8 to 20x20x8 [km3]
Weak zone viscosity ηweak 1020 [Pa s]

Table 4.1.: Symbols, units and default model parameters used in this Chapter.
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Figure 4.2.: A) Model setup and B) temperature xz-cross-section in the centre of the domain with
continental crust outlined in green. A continent with an irregular passive margin embedded
in the subducting plate collides with a fixed continental overriding plate after closure of an
oceanic basin. Subducting and overriding plates are decoupled by a fixed-viscosity weak-
zone. The dimensions of the oceanic embayment are defined by its breadth (bb) and width
(wb).

4.4. Results

Figure 4.3 depicts the model evolution with a continent embodying a 1000 km x 600 km

oceanic embayment. Initially, the negative buoyancy of the oceanic slab drives subduc-

tion, trench rollback and uniform extension in the overriding plate in all models (Figure

4.3A). With diachronous onset of continental collision (Figure 4.3B), stresses vary along

the trench: localized shortening in the region with continental collision and extension close

to the oceanic embayment, which continuously exerts slab pull and trench retreat. The dif-

ferential stresses cause pronounced yielding and a rupture of the overriding plate. Opening

of a back-arc spreading centre (Figure 4.3C) briefly increases convergence velocities by a

factor of three (Figure 4.4A). Shortly after onset of back-arc spreading, the oceanic embay-

ment is completely subducted and is followed by continental subduction (Figure 4.3D-F).

At this point the young oceanic basin measures only 166 km (spreading-perpendicular)

distance (Figure 4.3D). High continental crustal buoyancy reduces subduction velocities

and stops trench rollback (Figure 4.4A). Without trench rollback driving the extensional
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Figure 4.3.: Stress evolution (σxx) at the model surface with a 1000 km wide and 600 km deep oceanic
embayment. Red represents extension, blue is shortening. The red contour outlines conti-
nental crust. The depth profiles are 250 km deep and are located in the centre and edge of
the embayment. Lateral onset of continental collision triggers extensional stresses near the
embayment, thereby opening a back-arc basin. Once continental collision occurs within the
oceanic embayment, the stresses in the back-arc basin are inverted to shortening.

stresses in the back-arc, spreading eventually ceases and changes from an extensional to a

compressional stress state during collision, mostly focused in the previous back-arc spread-

ing region (Figure 4.3E+F). In the last stage, slab-breakoff along the entire subducted

margin ceases subduction completely and allows the subducted continent to exhume.

Although deformation in our models occurs continuously and we therefore cannot model

brittle deformation of the obduction itself, we would assume it to occur during collision

and compressional stresses in the back-arc. With the onset of back-arc spreading predating

collision by ∼5 Myrs and predating measurable compression in the back-arc by ∼20 Myrs,

the obduction should occur within the period of 5-20 Myr after the initial formation of the

future ophiolite. Subduction of smaller embayments (a breadth of < 400 km, < 500 km

and < 600 km for 1000 km, 800/1200 km and 600 km wide embayments, respectively, see

Figure 4.4B) do not rupture the overriding plate to form a back-arc basin, but thin the
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Figure 4.4.: A) Trench rollback velocities (positive values are defined as retreating) at the centre of
the embayment for the presented model with back-arc spreading and the model with an
hyperextended margin (see Figure A.8). Opening of the back-arc basin coincides with a rapid
increase of trench rollback (x3) before it ceases with continental subduction. Without plate
rupturing the trench velocities only increase marginally. B) Thickness of the hyperextended
overriding crust (no back-arc basin formed) or breadth (i.e. spreading perpendicular distance)
of the newly formed oceanic back-arc domain at onset of continental collisional for all studied
parameters. Results with ’*’ denote models where the embayment become very narrow at its
tip. In such models the slab breaks off before entire subduction of the oceanic embayment
(see Figure A.7).

overriding continent to crustal thicknesses from their initial 40 km to as little as 8 km

(Figure 4.4 and Figure A.8) at onset of collision. The bay breadth ultimately determines

the duration of overriding plate thinning/extension, hence the presence or size of a back-

arc basin. The bay width determines whether or not the stresses are localised to open a

back-arc spreading centre. Too narrow embayments do not localise extensional stresses in

the overriding plate at all, whereas the widest (1200 km) spread the stresses over a wide

area and thus not as effectively. However, the widest and deepest embayments (1200 km

wide and 600 km deep) result in the most matured back-arc basins (253 km cross-spreading

distance) at moment of initial continental collision.

As we model collision with a continental overriding plate (100 km thick), the required

stresses to rupture the plate are large. A thinner oceanic upper plate would be likely to

rupture at lower extensional stresses during collision with smaller oceanic embayments,

possibly further supported by a melt- or fluid weakening of the overriding plate (Arcay

et al., 2008; Baitsch-Ghirardello et al., 2014; Gerya and Meilick, 2011).
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4.5. Comparison to observations and Discussion

These models display how several characteristics of obduction can evolve naturally during

collision with an irregular continental margin and should feature regularly along colli-

sional settings. The lateral variation of buoyancy during collision enables the localization

of extensional stresses and deformation to effectively open a back-arc basin (Magni et al.,

2014b), or at least stretch the continental margin immediately before collision and com-

pression.

One model limitation is the method by which the upper and lower plate are decoupled,

using a constant viscosity weakzone, which strongly determines stress transfer between the

two plates (e.g. Hassani et al., 1997). Particularly during the transition from subduction

to collision, such coupling is likely to change (Luth et al., 2010). Lower fluid and melt

percolation during collision (Faccenda et al., 2009) or low sedimentation rates increase the

degree of plate coupling (Burov and Toussaint, 2007), possibly transferring compressional

stresses towards the back-arc more efficiently than in our models. If so, the timing and

degree of compressional stresses of the back-arc in our models would be slightly underes-

timated, i.e. a faster and stronger transfer of stresses should occur in nature. In contrast,

too high plate coupling ceases shortening and results in regional uplift of the forearc (Luth

et al., 2010), preventing shortening/thrusting in the back-arc.

Although the models are (by definition) a simplified reflection of reality, we can as-

sess the first order features of the models. Modern examples for rapid rift inversions are

the profoundly curved Alboran and Banda arcs (Rosenbaum, 2014; Spakman and Hall,

2010). Trench rollback into the Banda arc caused synchronous arc-continent collision and

opening of the large extensional Weber Deep Basin (Pownall et al., 2016; Spakman and

Hall, 2010). Sub-crustal continental mantle lithosphere is markedly deformed by exten-

sive thrust faulting at both corners of the recent extensional basin (at Seram and Moa)

(Linthout et al., 1997; Pownall et al., 2014), where we would expect strongly thinned crust

and the most rapid change from extension to compression. In the Alboran arc, geophysical

observations point towards a continuous high velocity body along the entire arc subsur-

face, which has been interpreted as a continuation of the peridotite body outcropping at
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Ronda and Beni and formed by a rift inversion (Gueydan et al., 2019). Within 15 Myrs,

trench rollback rates have reduced from rapidly retreating (up to 8 cm/yr) during narrow-

ing of the slab (van Hinsbergen et al., 2014) to essentially subduction cessation with entry

of continental crust along the entire trench, consistent with highest retreat rates during

narrowing of the oceanic basin in the models (see Figure 4.4). Our models suggest that

the widths of the Alboran and Banda arcs (∼200 km and 400 km, respectively) lie below

the threshold width to form a significant hyperextended margin (Alboran) or back-arc

spreading (Banda). However, the slabs in these two highly arcuate regions have been re-

treating along two subduction-transform-edge-propagator (’STEP’) faults which requires

a thin overriding plate in general (Govers and Wortel, 2005). Collision with an arcuate

or irregular margin could yet trigger further localized extension near the trench and lower

the threshold for hyperextension or plate rupturing in nature.

During the Baltica-Laurentia collision, diachronous initial collision in Newfoundland

(Cawood and Suhr, 1992) or the Norwegian Caledonides (Slagstad and Kirkland, 2018)

coincided with extension, documented by mafic layered intrusions and ophiolite creation

in both regions. Subsequent obduction is dated to be ∼15-20 Myrs younger than the for-

mation of these units (Cawood and Suhr, 1992; Slagstad and Kirkland, 2018), consistent

with prediction from the models in this study (∼5-20 Myrs). The limited (trench perpen-

dicular) ophiolite size (< 100 km) in the Norwegian Caledonides and Newfoundland hint

that the young oceanic basin must have been small during onset of collision, and thus, the

spreading centre close to the main suture. As with the Alboran (hyperextension 70 km

from the trench at collision (Frasca et al., 2017), such small distances seem critical for

the obduction process. In the models, the distance between trench and extensional centre

at onset of collision varies from 150 km for the hyperextended margin to 400 km for the

largest back-arc basin. For larger oceanic embayments forming larger back-arc spreading

centres, the main thrust is likely to develop in the fore-arc, closer to the trench and hence

not trigger ophiolite obduction. Natural examples for completely land-locked back-arc

basins without obduction and adjacent to collision zones, could be the South Caspian

Basin and Black Sea (Agard et al., 2011; Hippolyte et al., 2010; Nikishin et al., 2015)

currently measuring (400x400 km) and (1000x500 km), respectively.
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4.6. Implications for subduction polarity flips

We further suggest that for an oceanic overriding plate, opening of a back-arc basin before

collision might facilitate a subduction polarity flip (e.g. Teng et al., 2000) (Figure 4.5). The

formation of oceanic detachment faults in a hydrous spreading centre (Gülcher et al., 2019)

should be simpler than at a matured passive margin or in intra-oceanic settings where the

entire lithosphere needs to rupture along a favorable oriented weakness (Guilmette et al.,

2018; Hässig et al., 2016). The orientation of the main thrust fault (Figure 4.5) is likely to

determine whether the back-arc (ophiolite) is placed upon the fore-arc (and possibly the

old volcanic arc) or whether it thrusts towards the overriding plate. The latter would be

favorable for the subduction polarity flip (Figure 4.5) as the negatively buoyant overriding

plate would start to exert slab-pull. The compression (by collision) at a discontinuity

(the spreading centre) could be seen as a model that combines aspects from those that

propose spontaneous subduction initiation at an active plate interface (e.g. Casey and

Dewey, 1984) and those that propose induced subduction zone initiation at an inherited

weakness by far-field forces (e.g. Guilmette et al., 2018).
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Figure 4.5.: Sketch of the proposed mechanism for obduction during collision with an irregular continental
margin (based on Cawood and Suhr (1992); Gueydan et al. (2019)). After continental
collision, the thrusting direction in the old back-arc could determine whether ’only’ obduction
occurs or possibly an entire subduction polarity reversal.
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4.7. Conclusion

To conclude, we suggest that continental collision with irregular passive margins provides a

self-consistent cycle of stress evolution required to form ophiolites and subsequently obduct

them onto a continental margin. It furthermore covers a range of ingredients which seem

necessary for ophiolites in general: (1) The rapid change from extension to compression

within a few million years, (2) the formation of hydrated and young lithosphere at a young

back-arc spreading centre (the future ophiolite) close to a continental margin, (3) conti-

nental subduction ∼15 Myr after ophiolite creation and (4) the intermittent distribution of

ophiolites along collision zones. Furthermore, we propose that collision with an irregular

continental margin might facilitate subduction polarity flips compared to a linear passive

margin.
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5. Relamination and magmatism in

continental collision zones

This chapter has been published as Schliffke et al. (2019), titled ’The role of crustal buoy-

ancy in the generation and emplacement of magmatism during continental collision’ in

Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems. Nicholas Schliffke was responsible for developing

the hypothesis, setting up the models and writing the paper. The main author would like

to acknowledge the fruitful discussions and invaluable input from the co-authors and their

patience during the revision process.

5.1. Abstract

During continental collision, considerable amounts of buoyant continental crust subduct

to depth and subsequently exhume. Whether various exhumation paths contribute to con-

trasting styles of magmatism across modern collision zones is unclear. Here, we present 2D

thermomechanical models of continental collision combined with petrological databases to

investigate the effect of the main contrasting buoyancy forces, in the form of continen-

tal crustal buoyancy vs oceanic slab age (i.e. its thickness). We specifically focus on the

consequences for crustal exhumation mechanisms and magmatism. Results indicate that

it is mainly crustal density that determines the degree of steepening of the subducting

continent and separates the models parameter space into two regimes. In the first regime,

high buoyancy values (∆ρ > 500 kg/m3) steepen the slab most rapidly (to 45 − 58◦),

leading to opening of a gap in the subduction channel through which the subducted crust

exhumes (’subduction channel crustal exhumation’). A shift to a second regime (’under-

plating’) occurs when the density contrast is reduced by 50 kg/m3. In this scenario, the

slab steepens less (to 37 − 50◦), forcing subducted crust to be placed below the overrid-
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ing plate. Importantly, the magmatism changes in the two cases: crustal exhumation

through the subduction channel is mainly accompanied by a narrow band of mantle melts,

while underplating leads to widespread melting of mixed sources. Finally, we suggest

that the amount (or density) of subducted continental crust, and the resulting buoyancy

forces, could contribute to contrasting collision styles and magmatism in the Alps and

Himalayas/Tibet.

5.2. Introduction

The Alps and Tibet/Himalayas are two major active continental collision zones that are

strikingly different in many respects and can be seen as endmembers in a spectrum: there

are strong variations in the extent of deformation, the amount, location and exhumation

mechanisms of subducted continental crust, and the distribution, source and degree of

magmatism. However, the reasons why the two collision zones are so different are still

debated (e.g. Ryan and Dewey, 2018).

Capitanio and Replumaz (2013) showed how the density contrast between subducting

oceanic and continental domains during collision can control ongoing subduction, and

partial or complete slab break-off. The total slab buoyancy itself is determined by crustal

thickness and density, but also by the thermal buoyancy of the entire slab (Cloos, 1993).

Contrast in buoyancy forces from the continent and previously subducting oceanic slab

lead to an alignment (i.e. continuous steepening) of the partially subducted continent (e.g.

Cloos, 1993; Duretz et al., 2012; van Hunen and Allen, 2011). The subduction angle during

the steepening process in collision zones is difficult to quantify due to a strongly time-

dependent behaviour. However, processes similar to those in active subduction zones may

possibly influence the dynamics: during oceanic subduction the slab dip of the downgoing

plate is a function of slab strength as well as its buoyancy (Capitanio and Morra, 2012;

Stegman et al., 2010a), but also depends on other parameters such as thermal state of

the overriding plate (Rodriguez-González et al., 2012), trench-rollback (Lallemand et al.,

2005) or lower mantle anchoring (Guillaume et al., 2009). To understand the diversity in

processes during continental collision, particularly the slab steepening process, we focus
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on the effects of buoyancy on collisional dynamics, exhumation and location of subducting

crust and resulting magmatism.

In collision zones, considerable amounts of felsic crust subduct to depth where it sep-

arates from the slab and exhumes (known as ’relamination’ (Hacker et al., 2011)). Con-

trasting locations of exhumed subducted crust in modern collision zones indicate that

exhumation processes were likely different too. A variety of pathways have been unveiled

numerically: the Alps might have experienced exhumation of subducting crust along the

subduction interface as channel flow (Liao et al., 2018; Maierová et al., 2018; Sizova et al.,

2012), while sub-lithospheric crustal placement for thin overriding continents has been

suggest for the India-Eurasia collision (Maierová et al., 2018). Other relamination pro-

cesses include trans-lithospheric diapirism of continental crust (Sizova et al., 2012), or,

in the Archean, a diapiric upwelling through the mantle wedge (Maunder et al., 2016).

Eduction is another process exhuming subducted continental crust due to its buoyancy.

It represents the reverse of subduction, i.e. the continent exhumes en bloc, reversing the

subduction trajectory (Andersen et al., 1991; Dixon and Farrar, 1980). The process ini-

tiates after slab breakoff at depth which removes the slab pull and allows the continent

with its buoyant crust to educt (Bottrill et al., 2014; Duretz et al., 2012). This mechanism

has been proposed to explain the high-pressure-metamorphic Western Gneiss Complex

(WGC) in the Scandinavian Caledonides (Andersen et al., 1991; Brueckner and Cuthbert,

2013; Teyssier, 2011).

Subducted European crust in the western Alps has been detected by local earthquake

tomography within the old subduction channel (in this work, this term is used for all

regions between the two continental plates, shallow and deep), doming above presumably

serpentinised mantle material (Solarino et al., 2018), and rapidly exhumed HP and UHP

rocks within the orogeny (e.g. Rubatto and Hermann, 2001). In the India-Eurasia collision

the subducted Indian crust has also been exhumed as HP and UHP rocks, but, additionally,

seismic studies have imaged subducted Indian crust that partially underplated Eurasia up

to 200 km north of the suture zone (Chen et al., 2010; Nábělek et al., 2009). Large

volumes of underthrust Indian crust have been accreted to the overriding plate within the

Himalayan fold-and-thrust belt (e.g. Dahlen et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1983), with estimates
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as little as 5-15 km thick lower crust continuing to subduct, leading to an overall negatively

buoyant continent (Capitanio et al., 2010a) and contributing to convergence between India

and Asia (Guillot et al., 2003; Patriat and Achache, 1984). For microcontinents subducting

in the eastern Mediterranean (e.g. Jolivet et al., 2013), which did not cause subduction to

cease, crust has been subducted to depths greater than 200 km (e.g. Parra et al., 2002),

and exhumed as HP or UHP rocks within a thin extended overriding plate (Blake et al.,

1981; Bonneau, 1984; Laurent et al., 2017). If small amounts of subducted crust in the

eastern Mediterranean fail to stop subduction, and if thinned, subducted continental crust

below the Himalayas allow subduction to continue, we infer that in the Alps more crust

(per unit length of trench), or more buoyant crust, has subducted to cease the subduction

process.

Syn-collisional magmatism is a diagnostic feature of collisional dynamics through its

volume, composition and distribution in space and time. In this work, syn-collisional

magmatism refers to melting generated after onset of collision and during the entire col-

lisional process that can continue for 10s of millions of years (e.g. van Hunen and Allen,

2011). The Alps have very little syn-collisional magmatism (e.g. Blanckenburg and Davies,

1995) which is most likely derived from a lithospheric mantle source (Rosenberg, 2004, and

references therein) and could be linked to slab steepening (Ji et al., 2019). Magmatism

in the India-Eurasia collision is scattered across the central Tibetan Plateau (Figure 5.1).

There is a complex pattern of eruption ages, but there was migration northwards across

central and northern Tibet, away from the suture zone (Chung et al., 2005). The age

range of volcanic centres in Iran, interpreted to postdate initial Arabia-Eurasia collision,

has been used to interpret a diachronous initial collision from northwest to southeast along

the collision zone (Chiu et al., 2013), but it has also been claimed that there is no clear

age progression in the data (Kaislaniemi et al., 2014).

Using numerical models, Freeburn et al. (2017) show that syn-collisional mantle magma-

tism induced by hot upwelling after slab-breakoff (suggested for the Alps by Blanckenburg

and Davies (1995)) is unlikely to occur for break-off depths greater than 100 km, but

melting of sediments or continental crust during the necking process can occur through

heating of the mantle wedge. Andrić et al. (2018) conclude that the temporal-spatial dis-
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Figure 5.1.: Location of the suture (black line) and distribution of syn-collisional magmatism in the
central Tibetan Plateau (top, data from Chung et al. (2005)) and the Alps (bottom, data from
Blanckenburg and Davies (1995); Rosenberg (2004)). In the Tibetan Plateau, magmatism is
spread widely across the plateau while there are only a few intrusions in the Alps.

tribution of collision zone magmatism relates to lithospheric structure of the overriding

plate. They predict melt-induced localisation of deformation and magmatism migrating

along boundaries of crustal and lithospheric layers, away from the suture zone.

In this study, we illustrate how crustal buoyancy controls the angle of the partially

subducted continent, which in turn determines whether the relaminating crust and syn-

collisional magmatism remain close to the subduction channel or extend below the over-

riding plate. Finally, we compare these models to Earth’s active continental collision

zones.
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5.3. Methods

To analyse the impact of the main buoyancy forces during continental collision and track

subsequent melting, a combined approach of 2D Cartesian geodynamical models with ther-

modynamical databases is used. To that end, we link Citcom (Moresi et al., 1996; Zhong

et al., 2000), a finite element code for mantle convection, to thermodynamic databases

through the software tool Perple X (Connolly, 2005).

5.3.1. Thermomechanical modelling

A Cartesian version of Citcom is used which solves the conservation equations for mass,

energy, momentum and composition. The first three equations are solved with a finite

element method, whilst the conservation of composition uses a conservative velocity inter-

polation (CVI) particle-tracking technique (Wang et al., 2015).

The conservation equations assume incompressibility, absence of inertial forces in the

mantle, the Boussinesq approximation (e.g. Turcotte et al., 1973), and no internal heat

sources. This leads to the following equations in a non-dimensional form (Normand et al.,

1977; Turcotte et al., 1973)

∇ · ~u = 0 (5.1)

∂T

∂t
+ ~u · ~∇T = ~∇2T (5.2)

− ~∇p+ ~∇ · η[(∇~u) + (∇~u)T ] + (RaTT −
N∑
i=1

RaC,iCi)~ez = 0, (5.3)

∂Ci

∂t
+ ~u · ~∇Ci = 0 (5.4)

The thermal Rayleigh number, RaT , and compositional Rayleigh number for a given

composition i, RaC,i, describe the ratio of convection-driving to resisting forces and thus

control the vigour. The compositional density difference between crust and mantle mate-

rial ∆ρi within the compositional Rayleigh number is one of the key parameters studied
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in this work. See Table 5.1 for all other variables.

RaT =
αρg∆Th3

κη
(5.5)

RaC,i =
∆ρigh

3

κη
(5.6)

The advective part of the temperature and composition equations are transported by

numerical particles (van Hunen et al., 2002). Particles also carry the information gained

from the thermodynamical databases as well as assigned physical properties.

5.3.2. Model setup

The size of the modelled domain is 660x3300 km corresponding to an aspect ratio of 1:5.

The subduction process is realized by modelling two lithospheric plates converging towards

each other. Subduction is purely driven by internal buoyancy forces, and immediate onset

of subduction is ensured by implementing a pre-existing subducting slab within the mantle

(Figure 5.2). Gravitational forces drag the dense slab further into the mantle and create

sustained subduction. A continental block (hereafter referred to as the ’indentor’) is

embedded in the subducting oceanic plate, and is initially located ∼ 500 km from the

trench, so it does not reach the subduction zones until later in the model. The overriding

plate is assumed to be entirely of continental origin. Both the overriding plate and the

indentor consist of an initially 40 km thick buoyant continental crust (Table 5.1). Thickness

of the oceanic lithosphere is determined by a half-space cooling model with an age of 70 Ma

as a default value. The continental lithosphere of the indentor and the overriding plate

have a linear thermal gradient from 0◦C at the surface to the mantle potential temperature

(Tm = 1350◦C) at 120 km and 85 km depth, respectively. A thin weak zone with low

viscosity separates the subducting and overriding plate providing the decoupling that is

required for subduction. The weak zone has a fixed viscosity of 1020 Pa s and measures

7 km in thickness. It has a fixed circular shape from the trench position at surface to

the base of the overriding plate at 90 km depth. The weak zone is free to move laterally

(Magni et al., 2014a).
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Free slip boundary conditions apply to the top and side boundaries, while the bottom

boundary is no-slip. To model the relatively fixed position of a large overriding plate,

such as Eurasia, with respect to the deep mantle, the overriding plate is fixed to the

right-hand side model boundary by a thermal boundary condition identical to the initial

depth profile. The subducting plate (consisting of the oceanic and continental parts) is

free to move between a mid-ocean ridge on the left and the trench on the right. Mantle

temperature Tm is imposed on the left and bottom boundary, while the top boundary has

T = 0◦C. The right-hand side boundary (i.e. the inland edge of the overriding plate) has

a linear thermal gradient identical to the initial continental thermal field (i.e. to 85 km

depth), and a mantle temperature below.

Figure 5.2.: Initial model setup. A continent is embedded in the subducting lithosphere with a 40-km
thick buoyant crust (green contour). The overriding plate is of continental origin. Insets show
the compositional layering (UC = Upper continental crust, LC = Lower continental crust,
OC = oceanic crust, OML = oceanic mantle lithosphere) and initial hydration. Isotherms
are shown every 400◦C. The left thermal boundary condition (T=Tm) creates a mid-ocean
ridge during model evolution.

The total computational domain is divided up in 600x62 elements in horizontal and

vertical directions, respectively, containing 4 million particles. Mesh refinement is applied

near the subduction zone where the high local viscosity contrast requires the finest spacing,

in the upper part of the mantle (down to 178 km) and between 1458 m and 2224 km

comprising the weak zone and the mantle wedge. The typical resolution ranges from

3.5 x 8 km to 7 x 12 km. A few models with an increased resolution of 800x124 elements

are performed to assure sufficient resolving power (with the ’root-mean-square’ velocity

during collision deviating by at most 1.8% between low- and high-resolution models).
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Parameters Symbols Value and Unit

Rheological pre-exponent A 1 (diff.c.), 3.6× 109 (disl.c.) [Pa−ns−1]
Activation Energy E 360 [kJ/mol]
Rheological power law exponent n 1 (diff.c.), 3.5 (disl.c.) [-]
Lithostatic pressure p0 [Pa]
Gas constant R 8.3 [J/K/mol]
Temperature T [◦C]
Compositional function C [-]
Velocity u [m/s]
Vertical unit vector ~ez [-]
Absolute temperature Tabs [K]
Reference temperature Tm 1350 [◦C]
Thermal Rayleigh Number RaT 4.4× 106 [-]
Compositional Rayleigh Number RaC 0.8× 107 − 2.1× 107[−]

Gravitational acceleration g 9.8[m/s2]
Thermal expansivity α 3.5x10−5[K−1]
Thermal diffusivity κ 10{−6}[m2/s]

Compositional density contrast ∆ρC 280− 750[kg/m3]
Strain rate ε̇ [s−1]
Effective viscosity ηeff [Pa s]
Yielding viscosity ηY [Pa s]
Reference viscosity ηm 1020 [Pa s]
Viscosity difference crust-mantle ∆η 0.01 [-]
Temperature drop over mantle ∆T 1350 [K]
Friction coefficient µ 0.1 [-]

Reference density ρ 3300 [kg/m3]
Yield stress τy [MPa]
Surface yield stress τ0 40 [MPa]
Maximum yield stress τmax 400 [MPa]

Model Geometry

Domain depth h 660 [km]
Domain length l 3300 [km]
Overriding plate thickness Hop 85 [km]
Continental crust thickness Hcrust 40 [km]
Continental block width - 528 [km]
Oceanic Slab age - 50,70,90 [Ma]
Mesh resolution from 3.5x8 to 7x8 [km]
Weak zone viscosity ηweak 1020[Pa s]

Table 5.1.: Symbols, units and default model parameters used in this study
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5.3.3. Rheology

Large viscosity contrasts at plate boundaries assist decoupling, govern slab deformation

and thus subduction dynamics (Duretz and Gerya, 2013; van Hunen and Allen, 2011).

The viscosity in the models is governed by diffusion creep and dislocation creep, as well

as brittle yielding. A maximum viscosity ηmax (set to 1023 Pa s) is further applied to limit

the magnitude of viscosity contrasts and substitutes for any unimplemented deformation

mechanism such as Peierl’s mechanism (Kameyama et al., 1999) or other low-temperature

plasticity mechanisms. Diffusion and dislocation creep follow the following flow law:

η = A
1
n ε̇

1−n
n exp

( E

nRT

)
(5.7)

The power-law exponent is set to n = 1 for diffusion creep (i.e. strain-rate independent

viscosity) and n = 3.5 for dislocation creep (Ranalli, 1995). All parameters can be found

in Table 5.1.

To simulate the rheological differences between crust and mantle, a simple crustal weak-

ening parametrisation is applied, in which all crust is weakened in the following way:

ηcrust = η ·∆ηC (5.8)

where η is the viscosity after application of the above described rheological laws (except

for yielding and before maximum viscosity), ∆η the maximum amount of reduction and C

the fraction of crustal particles in an element (i.e. between 0 and 1). A value of ∆η = 0.01

is used. Reducing the crustal viscosity by two orders of magnitude compared to the

mantle is in line with typical global models (Crameri and Tackley, 2014), to an average

of numerous rheologies (Maunder et al., 2016) or comparable to rheologies such as dry

mantle (Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2004) and dry quartzite (Ranalli, 1995) for the relevant p,T

conditions. Within the cold, brittle deformation regime, crust and mantle material have

a comparable strength, so the crustal strength reduction only takes effect above ∼ 500◦C

in our models (i.e. limited to maximum viscosity at low temperatures otherwise).

A yielding mechanism is used to model brittle failure at low temperatures and pressures
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reducing the material strength. The resulting effective viscosity is implemented as:

ηy =
min(σ0 + µp, σmax)

ε̇
(5.9)

in which µ is the friction coefficient, σ0 and σmax are the surface and maximum yield

stress, respectively and ε̇ the second invariant of the strain rate. The effective viscosity is

then defined as:

ηeff = min(ηdiff, ηdisl, ηy, ηmax) (5.10)

5.3.4. Input and output parameters

The buoyancy contrast between the oceanic slab and subducting continent is one of the

dominant controls on the collision dynamics and primarily controlled by plate age and

crustal buoyancy, which are explored in this study. The first key parameter is therefore

the total buoyancy of the continental crust, which is governed by its thickness and density

contrast between crust and mantle ∆ρ. To reduce the number of model parameters,

we vary crustal buoyancy through a wide variation of crust-mantle density contrast only

while keeping crustal thickness constant. The second key input parameter affecting slab

buoyancy is the age of the subducting oceanic slab. A thicker slab accounts for more slab

pull and rapid subduction rates. In this study, we vary ∆ρ = 280− 750 kg/m3 (Rudnick

and Gao, 2003; Rudnick and Fountain, 1995), and explore three initial oceanic slab ages

(50 Myr, 70 Myr and 90 Myr).

To analyse the results quantitatively, we measure the dip of the subducting continental

plate, which varies with model parameters and during model evolution. The angle of

this dip is defined at the timing of the deepest point of crustal subduction, i.e. when the

crustal motion changes from subducting to exhuming. The exact timing is determined

by using the vertical velocity of the crustal particles, i.e. the moment that the average

particle vertical velocity changes sign. The subduction angle at this point is computed

by measuring the angle between a reference point in the centre of the weak zone and the

continental crustal particle furthest away from the reference point at 160 km depth.
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5.3.5. Slab hydration and melt modelling

Melting in these combined geodynamical and petrological models is evaluated using ther-

modynamical databases. We use the software tool Perple X (Connolly, 2005) to calculate

stable mineral assemblages under given temperature, pressure and bulk-water contents

and for a given composition. Look-up tables, which list the stable mineral assemblages,

are created for each composition (see Bouilhol et al. (2015) for oceanic crust, depleted

mantle and primitive mantle, and supplementary material (Fig. 2.1 + 2.2) for continen-

tal upper and lower crust) for a relevant P-T-H2O grid (Freeburn et al., 2017; Magni

et al., 2014a, c.f.). When consulting the look-up tables, we add an adiabatic temperature

gradient to the model temperature. The material type and water content are stored on

the numerical particles, which ensures diffusion-free advection. Although the continental

crust is considered homogenous for dynamical purposes (i.e. uniform density and viscosity

contrast with mantle material), petrologically it is initially divided into two 20 km-thick

layers (upper (felsic) and lower (mafic) crust) and has a common initial water content of

0.2 wt% (Freeburn et al., 2017, c.f.). In oceanic lithosphere, the 7 km thick crust overlies a

further 7 km thick hydrated oceanic mantle lithosphere (see Figure 5.2). Each component

is assigned an initial water content of 2 wt% and 4 wt% for the oceanic crust and hydrated

mantle lithosphere, respectively (Bouilhol et al., 2015; Faccenda, 2014; Freeburn et al.,

2017). If free excess water appears due to dehydration reactions, it is re-distributed using

the method described by Magni et al. (2014a). It migrates vertically upwards until it is

able to form new hydrous minerals, triggers melting, or until it reaches the surface. This

migration is modelled to occur instantaneously; this approach makes the assumption that

the water migration is much faster than solid flow. In this study we focus on the initial

appearance of melt, and therefore any occurring melt is not extracted and no melt migra-

tion is modelled. We do not use these models to trace the total melt volume, but merely

to constrain the presence or absence of melt and its source. To investigate the primary

dynamical influence of continental buoyancy and slab pull during continental collision and

crustal detachment, we do not consider the impact of chemical composition, water content,

or degree of melting on the viscosity, nor do we take latent heat into account.
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5.4. Results

5.4.1. Model evolution

By varying the crustal density as well as the oceanic slab age, we find three main types of

behaviour which differ in collision dynamics, final emplacement of subducted continental

crust as well as their magmatism. We first describe the model dynamic evolution before

comparing the model with magmatic consequences.

Subduction channel crustal exhumation

One observed regime of continental collision dynamics is referred to as ’subduction channel

crustal exhumation’. During the initial stages of this model, oceanic subduction is initi-

ated by the plate’s negative buoyancy and slab pull, resulting in rollback at the surface.

Once the continent reaches the trench and partially subducts, trench rollback stops, and

convergence slows down (Figure 5.3a).

Figure 5.3.: Viscosity (colours), temperature (white contours, in ◦C) and velocities (grey arrows) of a
characteristic model with subduction channel crustal exhumation (70 Myr slab and
∆ρ = 709 kg/m3). Yellow contour outlines the continental crust. The subducting oceanic
slab pulls the continent down to depths of 200 km, where the crust detaches from the con-
tinental lithosphere and flows upwards into the channel as an arc-shaped upwelling. All
subducted crust ends up at shallow depths, where it causes the whole continent to educt out
of the channel.

The continental crust enters the subduction zone and subducts to a maximum depth
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of up to 200-250 km (Figure 5.3 a-c). Opposing forces from the buoyant continental crust

and the negatively buoyant oceanic slab lead to a continuous steepening of the partially

subducted continent. Within ∼ 6 Myr of entering the mantle wedge, high temperatures re-

duce the crustal viscosity and therefore, coupling to the intrinsically stronger lithosphere.

The crust detaches from continental lithosphere, flows upwards (at a rate of ∼ 5 mm/yr)

and forces its way into the subduction channel (Figure 5.3e-f). In the subduction chan-

nel, crust forms an arcuate upwelling and causes extension between the subducting and

overriding plates. During upwelling, minor amounts (< 5%) of continental crust remain

attached along the subducting continental lithosphere within the channel, as well as at

the base of overriding lithosphere (e.g. Figure 5.3f). Exhumation of the crust in the sub-

duction channel leads to a flow of hotter mantle material into the wedge and partially

into the subduction channel (cf. isotherms in Figure 5.3f). Simultaneous to heating of the

continental crust, necking starts near the continent-ocean boundary and eventually leads

to breakoff of previously attached oceanic lithosphere.

Underplating

Another observed dynamic regime is referred to as ’underplating’. Until onset of collision,

the dynamics of subduction channel crustal exhumation and underplating are identical (i.e.

subduction of the oceanic lithosphere and partial subduction of the downgoing continent).

Continental crust subducts deeper for the ’underplating’ cases than for the ’subduction

channel crustal exhumation’ cases, to maximum depths of 250-300 km (Figure 5.4a-c). In

the process, the subducting continent also steepens but to a lesser extent, so that, at

the moment of crustal detachment, a lower dip angle of the partially subducted continent

triggers a crustal upwelling to spread into a wider, plume-like structure (Figure 5.4b+c).

The upwelling reaches the base of the overriding plate, away from the subduction channel

(Figure 5.4c-e). During this period, convergence between the continents continues (e.g.

velocities of the subducting continent in Figure 5.4c). After the emplacement of most

of the subducting continental crust at the base of the overriding plate, the remaining

crust in the subduction channel (as well as the subducting continent) begins to exhume
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Figure 5.4.: Viscosity (colours), temperature (white contours, in ◦C) and velocities (grey arrows) of a
characteristic model with underplating (70 Myr and ∆ρ = 496 kg/m3). Yellow contour
outlines the continental crust. The subducting oceanic slab pulls the continent down into
the mantle. Before underplating, the detaching continental crust forms a plume-like structure
which gets emplaced at the base of the overriding lithosphere. This causes less crust to flow
into the subduction channel.

(5.4e+f). This, however, happens to a far lesser extent than during subduction channel

crustal exhumation. Nevertheless, exhumation drives hot mantle material into the mantle

wedge where it replaces the exhumed crust, causing an overall rise of temperature in the

wedge, at the base of the overriding plate and in the underplated subducted crust (cf.

rising of 800◦C contour in 5.4f).

Whole Crustal Subduction

The third regime is whole crustal subduction. In this regime, the continental crust com-

pletely subducts into the mantle, where it partly underplates and is partly entrained

deeper (Figure A.12). The entrance of continental crust at the trench leads to a reduced

convergence velocity and a steeper subduction angle, but it does not cease subduction.

We mention this regime to show the end-member at the lower bounds of the parameter

range. However, as ’whole crustal subduction’ does not involve breakoff and subduction

cessation, we do not discuss this case any further.
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5.4.2. Model comparison

Figure 5.5a summarizes the dynamics of the entire parameter range in this study. Whole

crustal subduction occurs for low density contrasts between crust and mantle (∆ρ =

280 kg/m3, Figs. 5.6 and A.12), underplating at intermediate density contrasts (∆ρ ≈

350− 470 kg/m3, ∆ρ ≈ 350− 480 kg/m3 and ∆ρ ≈ 480 kg/m3 for slab ages of 50 Ma, 70

Ma and 90 Ma, respectively) and subduction channel crustal exhumation at upper bounds

of the parameter range ∆ρ > 500 kg/m3, ∆ρ > 550 kg/m3 , and ∆ρ > 580 kg/m3 for

oceanic plate ages of 50 Myr, 70 Myr and 90 Myr, respectively. Models with a 90-Ma old

oceanic lithosphere and lower density contrasts are not included because those slabs start

to fold in the deep mantle. This results in completely different dynamics as also shown in

Di Giuseppe et al. (2008), and so not comparable to other model runs.

Between the defined dynamic regimes there is a narrow parameter range with tran-

sitional behaviour (Figures 5.5 and A.11), in which characteristics of both subduction

channel crustal exhumation and underplating are observed. For example, at a density

contrast of 530 kg/m3 and an oceanic plate age of 70 Myr, the continental crust partially

underplates and partially flows back into the subduction channel. We define the threshold

of ’underplating’ when more than 30% of the detached and exhumed continental crust

underplates.

Changing dynamics in the models with slab-breakoff are linked to the subduction angle

during collision (Figure 5.5b): high crustal buoyancy quickly ceases subduction, and causes

the slab to steepen most rapidly due to opposing forces from the buoyant continental crust

and negatively buoyant oceanic slab below. By the time crustal detachment occurs, the

partially subducted continent has steepened to different angles in the various regimes.

For subduction channel crustal exhumation, the angle of the partially subducted crust is

steeper (∼ 45− 58◦, Figure 5.5b) than before underplating (∼ 37− 50◦) which is a central

result in this study: for a steep slab, crust tends to exhume vertically along the slab

(Figure 5.3) while less steep slabs provide the possibility of a plume-like structure (Figure

5.4). The angle of the subducted continent during whole crustal subduction is clearly

lowest because of ongoing convergence.
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Figure 5.5.: a) Parametric study of slab crust dynamics as a function of density contrast between crust
and mantle and oceanic plate age, with density contrast being the main control: low density
contrasts lead to subduction of the whole continental crust (green), intermediate density con-
trasts trigger underplating (red) and high density contrast causes the continental crust to be
emplaced in the subduction channel (blue). Bi-coloured symbols are transitional regimes (see
A.11). b) Dip angle of the partially subducted continent immediately before breakoff. The
regime is a function of the density contrast between crust and mantle for all runs. Steeper
angles of the continental crust increase the likelihood of exhumation in the subduction chan-
nel (SCCE), whereas shallower subduction angles account for the formation of plume-like
structures and underplating (UPL). The angle for whole crust subduction (WCS) is close to
oceanic subduction. The angle of WCS is estimated during the onset of crustal detachment.

The low density contrasts between crust and mantle generate little crustal buoyancy in

whole crustal subduction, hence an overall negative continental buoyancy, ongoing slab

pull and convergence (Figure 5.6). While high crustal buoyancy ceases subduction channel

crustal exhumation models rapidly and causes early slab-breakoff, there still is reduced

convergence during the underplating phase. Ongoing convergence during underplating is

due to the inland directed motion of the underplating crust away from the trench. Only

when underplating is completed and slab break-off occurs, convergence ceases completely.

Faster reduction of convergence rates in ’subduction channel crustal exhumation’ models

also limits the time that crust spends in the mantle wedge and associated thermal weak-

ening, compared to ’underplating’ models. This implies that crust will be weakened more

with onset of exhumation in the ’underplating’ models.

Older oceanic plates do tend to shift the limits separating the regimes slightly to higher

density contrasts (Figure 5a). This is explained by increased rigidity of older subducting

slabs, leading to a slower steepening of those slabs during continental collision. For the

same reason, older slabs experience lower subduction angles for the same crustal density
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Figure 5.6.: Convergence rates and timing of collision, exhumation and slab break-off in the three pre-
sented models (all with a 70 Myr slab and ∆ρ = 280 kg/m3 (whole crustal subduction),
∆ρ = 496 kg/m3 (underplating) and ∆ρ = 709 kg/m3 (subduction channel crustal ex-
humation). While convergence stops rapidly for subduction channel crustal exhumation,
it continues during the actual underplating phase (but ceases before break-off) and during
entire whole crustal subduction. No data before collision in the WCS is plotted, because the
convergence is significantly higher than the other two models.

values (see ’outliers’ at 90 Myr and ∆ρ = 680− 720 kg/m3 in Figure 5.5b).

Variation of crustal buoyancy between models is achieved by varying the density contrast

between continental crust and the ambient mantle. But a similar effect can be achieved

using different crustal thicknesses. We tested the difference in dynamics between both ways

to vary buoyancy. Starting from the representative runs of the subduction channel crustal

exhumation and underplating models, we halved the crustal thickness and doubled the

crustal buoyancy to achieve similar total buoyancy values. Both models exhibit the same

dynamical characteristics as the ’original’ models (see supplementary material, Figures

A.9 and A.10). The total amount of exhumation or underplating crust is less, however, as

overall crustal volume of the initial crust is lower.

5.4.3. Crustal and mantle melting

Partial melting of continental crust, asthenospheric and lithospheric mantle occurs during

both underplating and subduction channel crustal exhumation and will be used here as a

diagnostic tool for the identification of collision zone dynamics.

During subduction cessation and the resulting necking process, the final stage of oceanic

crustal dehydration occurs and water percolates upwards. This free water is re-distributed

and absorbed in three different areas: (1) as mineral-bound water in the subducting
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continental crust, (2) in primitive melts in the mantle wedge, and (3) in the overriding

lithosphere, partially in melts and partially as mineral-bound water (Figure 5.7). For

details of the initial oceanic subduction phase (i.e. dehydration of the slab and mantle

wedge melting), please refer to Freeburn et al. (2017).

The different dynamics after onset of exhumation in underplating and subduction chan-

nel crustal exhumation regimes result in contrasting composition and distribution of melts,

both spatially (Figure 5.7) and temporally (Figure 5.8). For more detailed figures, please

see supplementary material (Figures A.13-A.16).

Melting during subduction channel crustal exhumation

Most melting typically takes place in the (predominantly asthenospheric) mantle in a

spread of ∼ 100 km laterally within the subduction channel (Figure 5.7c) where hot as-

thenosphere is rising and melting is supported by hydration (Figure 5.7d). An overall

increase of temperature during exhumation partially melts small volumes of continental

crust in areas where it was attached to the overriding plate during exhumation (e.g. lower

crustal melts at x=1850 km, Figure 5.7b). Figure 5.8a+b shows the temporal and spatial

evolution of both crustal and mantle melting during subduction channel crustal exhuma-

tion. During subduction cessation and the onset of collision, only mantle melting within

the mantle wedge occurs. Crustal exhumation (from ∼ 20 Myrs) causes the melt pattern to

change: the distribution of magmatism seen in Figure 5.7 is formed and remains stable for

a long time interval (20-40 Myrs), with little crustal and mantle melting occurring within

the subduction channel. In this period, the dominant area of mantle melting (and to a

lesser degree crustal melting) shifts progressively closer to the suture in one continuous

phase, while the ∼ 100 km lateral extent of mantle melting remains stable throughout this

period. The degree of mantle melting is significantly higher than the amount of crustal

melting (cf. colour scales of plots in Figure 5.8a+b).

Melting during underplating

For the underplating regime, the source, location and timing of partial melting differ

strongly from the subduction channel crustal exhumation regime (Figures 5.7 and 5.8).
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The characteristic stage in Figure 5.7 shows widespread crustal melting below the overrid-

ing plate and mantle melting centred above the remaining lithosphere below. Compared

to subduction channel crustal exhumation, the temperature in the mantle wedge is much

lower at this stage (cf. 1200◦C isotherms).

Break-off and crustal exhumation occur significantly later in underplating models due

to lower buoyancy increasing subduction depth. Furthermore, the period crust is located

within the mantle wedge is longer, causing crustal melting in the underplating cases to

start earlier (Figure 5.8), just before crustal detachment occurs at ∼ 20 Myrs. Afterwards,

the detached crust rises through the hot mantle wedge, thereby considerably increasing

the average temperature of this crust, and enabling partial melting due to decompression.

During ponding and spreading of continental crust beneath the overriding plate, the far

end of the distribution of crustal magmatism migrates away from the suture zone (’un-

derplating phase’ 20 − 35 Myr, up to 400 km, Figure 5.8). The final emplacement of the

crust beneath the overriding plate leads to a permanent exposure of the continental crust

to high temperatures resulting in crustal melting at depths of ∼ 90 km and temperatures

of about 900◦C (Figure 5.7e+f). However, the overall temperature of the mantle wedge

is decreased by the plume breaking away from the cold continental lithosphere. Once the

underplated continental material has stagnated (at ∼ 35 Myrs), the remaining crust in the

subduction channel exhumes and is replaced by hot mantle material, thereby increasing the

temperature in the mantle wedge and the underplated material. The temperature increase

causes a second phase of crustal melting (’exhumation phase’, Figure 5.8c). Throughout

the model evolution, mantle melts are mostly limited to areas above the dehydrating slab

(Figure 5.7g) and is hardly affected by the sub-lithospheric flow away from the suture

during underplating.

In models with parameters between the two presented models of ’subduction channel

crustal exhumation’ and ’underplating’ (Figure 5.5a), there is a gradual shift from local

dominated mantle source melting for high crustal buoyancy to more wide spread mixed

sourced magmatism for lower crustal buoyancy. Lower crustal buoyancy values increase

the amount of crustal underplating, and hence also the amount of crustal melts in the hot

mantle wedge as well as the maximum distance between suture and melting.
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Figure 5.7.: Characteristic stages of subduction channel crustal exhumation (left, 70 Myr plate, ∆ρ =
709 kg/m3 at t = 34 Myr, c.f. Figure 5.3f) and underplating (right, 70 Myr plate, ∆ρ =
496 kg/m3 at t = 40 Myr, c.f. Figure 5.4d) showing the amounts of lower crustal, upper
crustal and mantle melts. The combined continental upper and lower crust (partly mixed
during the relamination process) is outlined in red, the suture position at surface is marked
with a red triangle. During subduction channel crustal exhumation, crustal melting is lim-
ited, and occurs mostly where remnants of continental crust remain attached to the overriding
plate. Exhumation results in mantle decompression melting within the channel. More crust
partially melts during underplating due to its more extensive exposure to the hot mantle
wedge. Mantle melts are present but less affected by the flow of crustal material during
underplating. Note that the total degree of melting is higher for mantle material in both
cases.
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Figure 5.8.: Temporal evolution of the distribution of crustal and mantle melts relative to the trench
position at the surface for subduction channel crustal exhumation (top, 70 Myr-old slab
and ∆ρ = 709 kg/m3 and underplating (bottom, 70 Myr-old slab and ∆ρ = 496 kg/m3).
Underplated and channel melts are roughly separated by the black line. In the first case,
crustal melting is very scarce but mantle melting within the subduction channel extends
∼ 100 km laterally and progressively moves towards to the suture. For underplating, crustal
melts migrate away from the suture until it has reached the final position (∼ 35 Myrs and
400 km). The exhumation within the subduction channel (after ∼ 38 Myrs) increases tem-
perature within the wedge and leads to a second phase of crustal melting. Mantle melting is
less affected by the dynamics, but is also present during most time steps. See supplementary
material A.13-A.16 for detailed figures.
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5.5. Discussion

5.5.1. Regime evolution

The presented models show how buoyancy of continental crust determines whether crust

completely subducts, migrates into the subduction channel or partially underplates the

overriding plate. During these processes, crustal melting roughly correlates with the em-

placement position of the partially subducted continental crust.

The angle of the partially subducted continent governs the difference in dynamics after

breakoff. In our models, this is dominantly controlled by the density contrast between

crust and mantle, and - to a much lesser degree - by oceanic plate age (Figure 5.5b).

Less crustal buoyancy accounts for a shallower angle and for crustal underplating, while

high crustal buoyancy leads to a steep subduction angle and exhumation along the con-

tinental lithosphere and into the subduction channel. Thin overriding plates cause both

shallow subduction angle during oceanic subduction (Rodriguez-González et al., 2012) and

underplating during continental collision (Maierová et al., 2018), suggesting that similar

parameters control the angle during oceanic subduction and steepening process during

collision. Although rollback can be ruled out as source of low angle subduction during

collision (Lallemand et al., 2005), parameters such as the strength of subducting plates

(Capitanio and Morra, 2012) could be crucial for the angle of continental subduction and

could be further addressed in the future.

While crustal relamination by subduction channel crustal exhumation has been shown in

several studies, in which the exhumation of crust within the channel leads to asthenospheric

mantle being dragged upwards in between the two continental plates (Duretz and Gerya,

2013; Freeburn et al., 2017; Liao et al., 2018; Maierová et al., 2018), models of underplating

are much less common. Underplating including the continent’s lithospheric mantle has

been proposed to be caused by far field forcing (Chemenda et al., 2000), or as a 3D

effect either from continuous retreating neighbouring slabs (Li et al., 2016; Magni et al.,

2017) or partial lateral slab-breakoff (Capitanio and Replumaz, 2013). Only Maierová

et al. (2018) recently modelled relamination by crustal detachment from the slab and

progressive sub-lithospheric movement for thin overriding continents. On a smaller scale,
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Vogt and Gerya (2014) predict buoyant oceanic plateaus with weak crust to underplate,

if sufficient slab pull remains. Generally, weak crustal rheologies are required to detach

crust from the lithosphere at depth in all previous models of relamination (e.g. Duretz

and Gerya, 2013; Li et al., 2016; Maierová et al., 2018) as well as in this work where

crustal viscosity is reduced by two orders of magnitude. This viscosity contrast has been

used in global models (Crameri and Tackley, 2014) and is an average difference between

many crustal and mantle rheologies (Maunder et al., 2016). Weaker rheologies, such as

wet quartzite, decouple the crust at far shallower depths (Andrić et al., 2018; Vogt and

Gerya, 2014) before it could reach the mantle wedge and underplate. Lower friction

coefficients reducing crustal strength in the brittle domain (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert,

2014), hydration (Arcay et al., 2005), or other mechanisms to weaken the crust at shallow

depths would likewise lead to a more rapid crustal separation and channel exhumation. In

contrast, absence of crustal weakening causes buoyant crust to be within the hot mantle

wedge for a longer period without detaching and exhume wholesale with the lithosphere

after slab breakoff (Bottrill et al., 2014; van Hunen and Allen, 2011). Besides the strength

of crust, phase changes causing densification could alter the model results. In particular,

a subducting passive margin with a large volcanic arc would cause a larger-than usual

increase of density, thereby increasing convergence velocities (Afonso and Zlotnik, 2011).

Depending on composition and degree of eclogitisation of the (mafic) lower crust, its

density could increase to just below (Austrheim, 1991; Bousquet et al., 1997) or even up

to 300 kg/m3 above mantle densities and result in an overall negatively buoyant continent.

At the depth of 250-300 km, high-density phase changes can further increase the crustal

density to above the mantle density (Afonso and Zlotnik, 2011), which would inhibit

break-off and relamination.

5.5.2. Consequences for melting

The models in this study suggest that the distribution and source of syn-collisional melting

strongly depends on the buoyancy of the subducted continental crust and dynamics sub-

sequent to breakoff. During subduction channel crustal exhumation, we expect some local

(∼ 100 km) mantle melting, without much crustal melting. In the underplating regime,
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melting migrates in two phases (i.e. underplating and exhumation), is widespread (up to

400 km from the suture) and shows a mix of crustal and mantle melting. A diverse nature

of syn-collisional melting has also been predicted in Freeburn et al. (2017): asthenospheric

mantle melting directly related upwellings after breakoff should only occur for very shal-

low breakoff depths (i.e. by high continental buoyancy) while post-breakoff melting can

appear as mantle melts during delamination (i.e. peeling of lithosphere from the crust

at the surface for models with a weak lower crust), or as crustal melting during exten-

sion. Our models also confirm the likelihood of sub-lithospheric movement of crust causing

crustal melting migrating away from the suture, which has also been observed in other

numerical models as movement along layer boundaries either at crustal or lithospheric

scale (Andrić et al., 2018; Maierová et al., 2018). Most melting in our models originates at

sub-lithospheric depths or within the subduction channel which strongly contrasts Andrić

et al. (2018) where melting occurs as shallow as 50 km, weakens the overriding plate and

causes melt movements along compositional boundaries.

Neglecting latent heat in these models is a significant simplification. Taking latent heat

into account would cause a temperature drop and reduction of melting particularly in

underplating models with the significantly higher melt fraction compared to subduction

channel crustal exhumation. Latent heat is likely to be subordinate to advective heat

transport in areas with flux-melting such as subduction zones (Jones et al., 2018) or

during crystallisation at crustal scale (Melekhova et al., 2013), so the neglection should

not have major effects in these models. Also, the overall trend of having limited mantle

magmatism within the subduction channel during subduction channel crustal exhumation,

and relatively more mixed-source magmatism during underplating of continental crust,

should not be affected by neglecting latent heat.

5.5.3. Comparison to Cenozoic collision zones

We suggest that our models of subduction channel crustal exhumation could be applica-

ble to the Alpine orogeny, with most subducted crust exhuming through the subduction

channel as doming crust 20 Myrs after initial collision. The orogeny has large structural

variations along strime, with subducted HP- and UHP continental crust exhumed locally
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(Solarino et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2015) and partially doming above mantle material in

the western Alps (Solarino et al., 2018). Only thin slivers of accreted crust at the sur-

face (e.g. Schmid et al., 2004) and a partially subducted European continent (Zhao et al.,

2015) suggest that large parts of the subducting crust did reach mantle depths. These

would generate high buoyancy values and could have caused rapid steepening of the slab

and crustal exhumation between the continental plates as in our models. Slab steepen-

ing and enhanced corner flows have also been suggested to be the reason of peri-Adriatic

melting, aged ∼ 30 Ma, in the western Alps (Ji et al., 2019), however in absence of break-

off. More synchronous mantle melting (Rosenberg, 2004, and references therein) occurred

sporadically along the strike of the whole Alpine orogen, roughly parallel to the original

suture and no more than 100 km perpendicular to the former trench (Blanckenburg and

Davies, 1995). Formerly suggested sources of mantle melting, such as hot upwelling of

asthenosphere after slab break-off (Blanckenburg and Davies, 1995), seem not to match

observations (Ji et al., 2019) or numerical models (Freeburn et al., 2017), unless break-off

depths occur at very shallow depths (< 100 km). We thus suggest crustal exhumation

along the subduction channel to have caused melting in the Alps.

Unlike the Alps, the India-Eurasia collision zone has associated deformation distributed

over a large area (up to ∼ 1000 km away from the original suture), exhibits widespread

magmatism of multiple sources (Chung et al., 2005) and has shown strong ongoing con-

vergence (Guillot et al., 2003; Patriat and Achache, 1984). Ongoing convergence could be

supported by far-field forcing (Chemenda et al., 2000), continuous retreat of neighbouring

slabs (Li et al., 2016; Magni et al., 2017), or it could result from ongoing pull from a

negatively buoyant continent, if only lower crust subducts (Capitanio et al., 2010a). The

latter would partly agree with our underplating models in that less (or lighter) crust is

subducted in India-Eurasia collision than in the Alps. Unlike in Capitanio et al. (2010a),

however, our models would lead to eventual subduction cessation and slab-breakoff. Our

underplating models explain a reduction of convergence rate, and also coeval placement of

the subducting crust beneath the overriding lithosphere, as observed in parts of Eurasia

where the subducted Indian crust has been imaged to have underplated Eurasia as far

as 250 km away from the suture (Shi et al., 2015, 2016; Wittlinger et al., 2009). While
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some global tomography studies have imaged the subducting lithosphere to reach mid-

mantle depths (Replumaz et al., 2004; Van der Voo et al., 1999), other studies, however,

show the Indian crust to have underplated together with its continental lithosphere (Chen

et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2016) which would not agree with our models and require different

dynamics such as ongoing subduction of neighbouring plates (Magni et al., 2017).

During the underplating phase (20 - 35 Myrs, Figure 5.8c+d), there is a shift of melting

(mainly from the subducted continental crust) up to 400 km away from the suture, which

could explain a ∼ 300 km northward shift in ∼ 20 Ma with a large spread of melt sources

in the central Tibetan plateau (Chung et al., 2005; Guo et al., 2006). Zircons originating

from the Indian crust and found in magmatic rocks close to the suture in the Himalayan

belt suggest that some magmatism may well be partially derived from subducted conti-

nental crust (Bouilhol et al., 2013), consistent with the Sr-Nd-Pb isotope systematics of

magmatism further north (Guo et al., 2006). Missing compositional variations or small-

scale processes at shallower depth (e.g. faulting, shear heating, etc) in our models prevent

predictions of melting at shallow depths, such as crustal melting due to thickening of the

overriding crust during collision (e.g. Chen et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2016).

In summary, our models could explain first order observations, i.e. the geometric crustal

and magmatic structure, in the Alps and Himalaya/Tibet. The results suggest that more

crust, or less dense crust, per unit trench has subducted in the Alps than during the

India-Eurasia collision, contributing to the striking differences in these Cenozoic collision

zones.

5.6. Conclusions

Our models address the influence of buoyancy forces on continental collision dynamics,

with a specific focus on the continental subduction angle. We show that, after subduction

cessation and slab breakoff, the subducted continental crust is either gathered within the

subduction channel or partially underplates the overriding plate. We find that density

contrast between the subducting continental crust and the lithospheric mantle has a cru-

cial influence on these syn-collisional dynamics. In particular, a higher density contrast
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results in high subduction angle and favours the occurrence of subduction channel crustal

exhumation, whereas underplating is most likely to occur at lower density contrasts (lower

subduction angle). The resulting syn-collisional magmatism is predicted to be very local

(∼ 100 km from the suture) and mostly mantle-derived for channel exhumation, while dur-

ing underplating widespread magmatism is likely, with both crustal and mantle origins.
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6. Discussion and Outlook

6.1. Thesis Summary

The objective of this study was to identify whether transient and episodic processes can

occur in naturally evolving subduction and collision settings, driven solely by internal

buoyancy forces. Occam’s razor is applied to explain complex processes during ongo-

ing subduction, the transition from subduction to collision and for full-scale continental

collision with the simplest models possible (see Section 6.3 for discussion on modelling ap-

proach). Simplicity is mainly achieved by avoiding any imposed external forcing at model

boundaries or heterogeneous plates. More specifically, the processes of episodic back-arc

spreading jumps during ongoing subduction (Chapter 3), obduction processes during tran-

sition from subduction to collision along irregular continental margins (Chapter 4), and

various relamination styles with contrasting melt evolution patterns during large scale

collision (Chapter 5) were examined.

By presenting transient processes in three different types of convergent plate boundary

settings, we demonstrate their fundamental transient nature and show how transistivity

does not necessarily require external forcing, or, rheological or density variations on one of

the involved plates. Whilst transient processes have long been known within the context

of continental collision, the episodic back-arc spreading jumps during ongoing subduc-

tion, presents a novel idea of transistivity in an homogeneous subduction system resulting

from the natural interaction of all plates at the surface. Furthermore, Chapters 4 and 5

show how continental collision involves further transient processes besides the well known

continental subduction - slab breakoff - exhumation sequence. In Chapter 4 the onset

of continental collision localises extension in the overriding plate within the continuously

adjacent subducting domain. Continental collision thus does not only cause ’vertical tran-
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sistivity’ but also lateral, along strike variations. In contrast, the simple trade-off of the

dominant buoyancy forces during continental collision in Chapter 5 leads to the very dif-

ferent relamination styles, thereby exhibiting the deeper second-order transient collision

dynamics. Given that natural examples are expected to be far more complex than the

simplistic models in this study, a superposition of the transient processes identified in

this study is plausible. For example, various relamination styles could be also be expected

during continental collision with an irregular margin, or, a back-arc spreading centre jump

could occur before stresses are inverted during collision. However, only by isolating every

individual transient process, were we able to identify the underlying physical mechanism

(see Section 6.3).

6.1.1. Episodic spreading jumps during simple oceanic subduction

The first results chapter (Chapter 3) provided a new, physically feasible mechanism for

back-arc spreading jumps towards a retreating trench. These models display how subduc-

tion with an entire set of homogeneous plates (subducting, overriding, neighbouring) can

lead to episodic processes which had previously been attributed to buoyancy or strength

variations on subducting or overriding plates (Husson et al., 2009), or, to singular processes

such as the slab reaching the 660 km phase transition (Faccenna et al., 2001b).

The episodicity results from the interaction of subducting and overriding plates with

neighbouring plates along naturally evolving STEP- and transform faults. Such faults

are required for both trench retreat along neighbouring plates as well as for the relative

motion of the overriding plate, including the back-arc spreading centre, to neighbouring

plates. The total degree of deformation along the lateral plate boundaries is limited by a

maximum transform length between trench and spreading centre, which itself is a function

of subducting plate width. Once a retreating subduction system reaches this threshold

length for lateral transform faults, the old spreading centre is coupled too strongly to

neighbouring plates, which terminates back-arc spreading. Ongoing trench rollback, how-

ever, localises extension closer to the trench and creates a new back-arc spreading centre.

Comparing the models to observations, the results explain why back-arc spreading jumps

in the Tyrrhenian Sea are more frequent than in the wider Scotia or Lesser Antilles arcs.
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It further suggests that the widest back-arc spreading centres should never jump at all in

such settings, consistent with natural examples.

To support the findings of this study, several geophysical, geological or geochemical data

sets could be used as testable predictions. The change activity of the transform faults is

a central result and therefore, locating and dating the transform faults or shear zones is

important. In particular a strong transtensional deformation structure at STEP-faults

could provide insight into whether or not tearing occurs vertically through the lithosphere

as predicted in the models. The dating of transform fault activity is challenging, however,

it is not impossible (Zhu et al., 2005) and could thus constrain whether transform faults

located behind the current back-arc spreading centre became inactive simultaneous to

spreading centre jump. Finally, the seismic mantle anisotropy in the active regions of

Tyrrhenian and Scotia Sea could provide insights whether the toroidal mantle flow could

induce strain at the base of overriding lithosphere.

6.1.2. Transient stress regime evolution for obduction processes

Chapter 4 discussed models showing the natural evolution of several characteristics of ophi-

olite or continental margin obduction, starting from their formation to obduction itself.

The necessary rapidly changing stress regimes and a thermal anomaly in the overriding

plate are thus to be expected during continental collision with an irregular subducting

continental margin.

Diachronous onset of collision triggers local extension, leading to a greatly thinned (i.e.

hyperextended) overriding plate or formation of a back-arc spreading ridge immediately

before entire continental collision. Whether or not the overriding plate ruptures, depends

primarily on the breadth (trench perpendicular distance) of the oceanic embayment within

the continental margin. Such a sequence of changing stress regimes and the presence of

back-arc rifting/spreading immediately before collision, explains a full cycle from forma-

tion to obduction of ophiolites or hyperextended continental margins in supra-subduction

settings. The models support the hypothesis of a rift inversion exhuming sub-crustal litho-

spheric mantle in the highly curved Alboran (Gueydan et al., 2019) and Banda (Spakman

and Hall, 2010) arcs. The models further confirm the feasibility of ophiolite obduction dur-
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ing Ordovician Baltica-Laurentia collision, triggered by an irregular subducting continent

(Cawood and Suhr, 1992; Slagstad and Kirkland, 2018).

Should these models be correct, rift inversions with ophiolite or peridotite exhumation

should be traceable in numerous other orogenies across the Earth, such as the Lanzo

peridotites in the Alps (e.g. Bodinier, 1988) or the Ladakh peridotites in the Himalayas

(e.g. Bhat et al., 2017). Similar to the Alboran arc and the Ronda peridotites (Gueydan

et al., 2017), contact metamorphism in sediments or crust below such other peridotite

bodies could prove other cases of hot thrusting. For the Alboran arc in particular, it is

crucial to determine whether the old volcanic arc is buried below the peridotite (see Figure

4.1) because this would be unique to the rift inversion hypothesis (see Gueydan et al.

(2019) for details). Given both the old volcanic arc and peridotites have an anomalous

high density, combined seismic and gravimetric studies across the domain should be able

to reveal the structure in the deep subsurface.

6.1.3. Contrasting relamination styles during continental collision

The models in Chapter 5 addressed the influence of dominant buoyancy forces during

full continental collision, in order to identify contrasting styles of crustal relamination

and resulting patterns of magmatism in modern collision zones. It is shown that the

buoyancy of subducted continental crust mainly determines the steepening process of the

subducting continental lithosphere, which itself controls the two main scenarios of crustal

relamination. In the first scenario the continent steepens rapidly with entry of highly

buoyant crust which leads to an opening of a gap between the two plates in the sub-

duction channel through which detached subducting crust can exhume. This scenario is

termed ’subduction channel crustal exhumation’. Alternatively, for lower crustal buoyancy

values, the continent steepens more slowly, so that, by the time subducting crust separates

from the slab, the low subduction angle causes a diapiric crustal upwelling through the

mantle wedge and ’underplating’ of the overriding lithosphere. Importantly, the resulting

syn-collisional magmatism is predicted to be very local (∼ 100 km from the suture) and

mostly mantle-derived for subduction channel crustal exhumation. Instead, widespread

magmatism is to be expected, with both crustal and mantle origins, during underplating.
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These models suggest that, in Tibet/Himalayas, less crust (proportionally to the trench

length), or a lighter crust, has subducted to depth than in the Alps, which caused con-

trasting relamination styles and could have made these modern collision zones so strikingly

different.

However, the precise location of subducted crust is not well determined in modern

collision zones and could be further improved by more high resolution tomography or

reflection seismics. Determining whether the subducted Indian crust has underplated

Eurasia ’alone’ or together with the mantle lithosphere would provide direct evidence

for/against the hypothesis based on these models which predict crustal underplating only.

Furthermore, the models in this study explain the differences in the modern collision zone

by more crust (or denser crust) subducting in the Alps than in the Himalayas. In line with

the calculation of Capitanio et al. (2010a) for the Himalayas, the total amount of crust

subducting in the Alps could be estimated and thus the total amount of subducted crust

compared. In older collision zones, dating and estimating the volume of post-collisional

melting, could further provide insights into whether the two different styles of collision

and relamination processes have occurred throughout the geological record.

6.2. Suggestions for further research

Given the results of this work, possible future directions of research are discussed. Techni-

cally, a new numerical treatment of melt depletion could allow for modelling of re-melting

processes and enhanced melt modelling in subduction and collision zones. Such an ap-

proach, which is currently already partially implemented as a part of this work, is pre-

sented in Section 6.2.1. Furthermore, the naturally transient and episodic processes in

the three-dimensional models in Chapters 3 and 4 could contribute to the current discus-

sion of whether subduction initiation is externally forced or develops spontaneously along

active plate margins (Arculus et al., 2015; Guilmette et al., 2018). Conceptual ideas for

spontaneous subduction initiation are thus presented in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1. Optimising the numerical treatment of melt depletion in
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coupled thermomechanical-petrological software

Numerically linked thermomechanical and petrological software are a powerful tool to

model stable mineral assemblages and melting processes within a dynamic Earth. The

technical implementation is challenging, both in terms of linking the two software packages

as well as the total computing times (CPU times). Current implementations are either two

fully linked executables (i.e. CITCOM and Perple X), or the thermomechanical models

refer to precomputed look-up tables (see Chapter 2.4). Although both methods have their

advantages, neither of the models can, for different reasons, deal with depleted material

after melt extraction. In this chapter, a new implementation is presented by combining

the advantages of both methods to make depletion modelling feasible.

Although CITCOM (Moresi et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 2000) and Perple X (Connolly,

2005) are already fully linked, their joint is limited to short-term steady state subduction

models without melt (extraction). To understand why this is, the implementation is briefly

described:

1. Numerical particles are used in thermo-mechanical models (CITCOM) to track

model parameters and composition.

2. Initially, every particle is assigned a material type (e.g. upper crust, lower crust,

asthenospheric mantle etc.), see Chapter 2.4.

3. Particles are either passive (i.e. computed mineral assemblages/melting do not ac-

tively feed back to the thermomechanical models) or active (i.e. the calculated den-

sities/viscosities feed back and alter the thermomechanical flow field).

4. Numerical particles are advected with the computed flow field.

5. The particle’s new location determines its current P-T conditions.

6. The host processor calls Perple X directly for all ’its’ particles and provides material

type and P-T-H20 conditions as input parameters.

7. Perple X calculates the stable mineral assemblages and melting.
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8. If excess water appears it migrates vertically upwards until it is absorbed or reaches

the surface (Magni et al., 2014a).

9. Mineral assemblages and melting are written to file.

10. If tracers are ’active’, the density and viscosity of the thermomechanical flow field

are updated accordingly.

11. Repeat from point 4

The main reason why this implementation has not been extensively adopted is pre-

dominantly the long computing times. A typical model run-time for a time-dependent

subduction process surpasses a week, which is a rule of thumb for the threshold of usabil-

ity in geodynamical research. The slowest part of the process is calling Perple X (steps 6

and 7), an external executable, to update all tracers at every time-step (e.g. the 2D-models

in Chapter 5 use 4 million tracers). However, the main advantage of this numerical treat-

ment is that it enables the calculation of stable mineral assemblages of any composition

at any P-T-H20 condition.

This is not the case for the widely used ’look-up table’ approach. As described in

Chapter 2.4, look-up tables are pre-computed petrological databases for all initially used

material types. The look-up tables are uploaded into the internal memory and are referred

to in every time-step. Referring to a single value in a database for every numerical particle

is much faster than explicitly calling an external program. The run times are hence reduced

drastically, e.g. one hour on 24 processors for the 4 million particles in Chapter 5. Then

why not always use this approach? Content-wise, there is a major limitation of not being

able to calculate stable mineral assemblages or melting after melt extraction. When melt

reaches a percental threshold amount in a source region, it starts percolating towards

the surface where it erupts as lava or is emplaced as plutonic rocks within the crust.

This process of melt extraction is challenging to model. The residue will have a different

chemical composition (i.e. initial composition minus melt composition), depending on the

volume and P-T conditions of melt extraction, theoretically leading to an infinite number

of possible residue compositions. The affected particles thus cannot use the look-up tables
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that were calculated based on the initial composition. Therefore, at present, these particles

are marked as ’depleted’ and are not further analysed.

Other studies have also addressed this issue. Rummel et al. (2018) precompute hundreds

of look-up tables, each with a different chemical system. When melt is extracted in the

models, other look-up tables with the chemical composition ’closest’ to the residue are

loaded into the internal memory. With the new look-up tables, the mineral assemblages

can be tracked again and re-melting events can occur. By uploading new look-up tables,

fast computing times are ensured. In Rummel et al. (2018), the approach was designed

to model a hot plume rising to the base of the lithosphere. For this scenario, melting

processes should not change much temporally and spatially. It enables the approximation

of which look-up tables might be required (e.g. large hydration values are unlikely in

plume settings) and need to be pre-computed. In subduction zones, and especially in

collision zones, a prediction of melt compositions is far more difficult. There, numerous

material types subduct to depth, are possibly hydrated and have a wide span of possible

P-T conditions. Pre-computing look-up tables for all possible combinations in this setting

would likely be too costly in terms of computing time.

Figure 6.1 presents an alternative treatment of melting after melt extraction, which is

partially implemented and links CITCOM, Perple X and look-up tables. The main aim

is to have a fast numerical treatment for all possible combinations of depleted materials,

hydration states as well as P-T conditions. The main idea is to call Perple X directly only

when needed.

Before presenting the method, the implementation of parallelisation in CITCOM is

illustrated, as this will strongly determine the optimisation. When using n number of

processors, CITCOM divides the entire model to n columns (vertical cuboids in 3D),

each containing an identical number of elements. Every processor calculates the model

parameters (temperature, viscosity) within its elements and calls Perple X (or the look-up

tables) for every tracer currently within the elements. As the size of elements varies across

the domain, the smallest elements will contain the least amount of particles while the large

elements will have significantly more particles. The finest resolution is applied near the

subduction zones, so most processors are allocated for this specific area. The majority
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Figure 6.1.: Suggested implementation for melt extraction. The red boxed area has been implemented
already. The main idea is call Perple X directly only when needed. If a single processor
becomes overloaded with this task, the workload is distributed to all processors evenly.
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of subdomains calculated by other processors are, however, far away from the subduction

zone, which will be important for the implementation of the optimization process described

in this chapter.

Until any melt extraction appears, look-up tables are clearly the most beneficial tech-

nique to determine the mineral assemblages and melting. Therefore, all particles initially

use look-up tables as discussed in Chapter 2.4. As long as the particle has never crossed

the threshold for melt extraction, it continues to consult the look-up tables (all particles

i are marked as ’traci = lup’). If the percentage of melt exceeds the melt threshold in

particle i (melti > mextrac), the melt is extracted and the melt composition is subtracted

from the initial composition. The particle is then marked to be depleted (’traci = ppx’).

In the following time steps, the Perple X executable will be called directly to calculate

the mineral assemblages for the specific particle. At the beginning of a model a limited

number of particles will be depleted, but the total number will increase steadily during

model evolution. As long as a limited number of particles (below a threshold nmax para)

are depleted, the ’host’ processor calls Perple X.

Above the threshold amount, the host processor does not call Perple X anymore. Given

that most melting will occur above or close to the subducting zone, it is likely that the few

processors responsible for calculating the melt region become overloaded with Perple X

calls while most others processors are dormant. At this point a new level of parallelisation

would be beneficial. The main processor (’proc 0’) gathers all information (using the

MPI routine ’mpi gather’) about the depleted particles from the other processors, i.e. the

’new’ (updated) chemical composition, hydration and P-T conditions. The workload is

subsequently redistributed (using the MPI routine ’mpi scatter’) evenly to all processors.

Every processor finally calculates its share of the particles’ new mineral assemblages and

melting.

This numerical treatment could account for all potential cases of depletion and re-

melting. With the extra level of parallelisation, the model computing times should be

tolerable. This part, however, remains to be implemented. For the moment, the imple-

mentation is restricted to passive particles. Active particles that extract heat and mass

during depletion could easily violate the governing conservation equations (equations 2.9
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to 2.12), in particular the conservation of mass during melt extraction. Thus, precautions

are to be taken in future, so that the physical (thermomechanical) approach remains valid

during the numerical implementation of depletion.

6.2.2. Spontaneous subduction initiation with transient subduction dynamics

Understanding subduction zone initiation (SZI) is a missing key to full comprehension

of plate tectonics. The fundamental principle of subduction initiation is simple. Once a

matured oceanic slab becomes gravitationally unstable at the Earth’s surface and starts to

sink, the slab’s negative buoyancy will continue to drag the oceanic plate into the mantle.

However, it is currently debated whether subduction develops due to far-field forces at pas-

sive margins (Nikolaeva et al., 2010), due to intra-oceanic inherited weaknesses (Beaussier

et al., 2019; Guilmette et al., 2018), is induced by polarity flips during continental colli-

sion (Stern, 2004; Teng et al., 2000) or evolves spontaneously either at transform faults

(Arculus et al., 2015; Casey and Dewey, 1984) or in plume settings (Gerya et al., 2015).

Modelling subduction initiation naturally is challenging because, to date, it requires

either substantial external forcing or compression to break lithophere and trigger the ini-

tial oceanic underthrusting (e.g. Agard et al., 2014; Duretz et al., 2016), or it requires a

prescribed weak plate interface to ensure subduction initiation by gravitational collapse

of an old oceanic plate (e.g. Baes et al., 2011; Nikolaeva et al., 2008). Apart from three-

dimensional numerical models showing subduction initiation by a rising large plume (Gerya

et al., 2015) and recent work on (forced) intra-oceanic subduction initiation (Beaussier

et al., 2019), other subduction initiation studies have been limited to two-dimensional

models. Those models have provided useful insights on required lithospheric strength

profiles, rheological influences, the role of fluids/melts or the total amount of (external)

convergence required to start self-sustained sinking of an oceanic slab (Stern and Gerya,

2018, and references therein). Expanding modelling to three-dimensional models in the

future may improve our understanding of how a single local initial weakness can propagate

to evolve into full subduction zone, or, whether along-strike weaknesses facilitate subduc-

tion initiation (Stern and Gerya, 2018). Based on the 3D-models in this study (Chapters 3

and 4), it is further suggested to study the influence of ongoing subduction and continental
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collision on the transient stress and strength evolution along adjacent potential locations

of SZI (e.g. plate boundaries).

In Section 4.6, a concept for polarity reversals during subduction of an irregular conti-

nental margin beneath an oceanic overriding plate was briefly presented. The models had

demonstrated how overriding plate extension should occur frequently during diachronous

collision. The proposed explanation for subduction initiation in this section was that the

presence of a back-arc spreading centre close to the trench and immediately before colli-

sion (and shortening) should strongly facilitate the initial underthrusting of an overriding

oceanic plate at the spreading centre (see Figure 4.5). The significance of this mechanism

is that both the shortening/compression (by continental collision) and existence of a plate

weakness evolve completely self-consistently, which is only achievable in three-dimensional

models. However, the main limitation remains that the initial underthrusting requires

’true’ brittle behaviour, which is not feasible with the code used in this study. Natural

examples for such polarity flips might be found in the now currently subducting Philippine

Sea (Teng et al., 2000) or the Solomon Sea (Cooper and Taylor, 1985) which had both,

until recently, been the overriding plate.

Furthermore, Figure 6.2 sketches a scenario similar to the models with back-arc spread-

ing jumps in Chapter 3. It depicts a narrow subducting oceanic slab retreating along

neighbouring plates which could be either of continental or oceanic nature. Across the

lateral bounding transform faults in the back-arc, there should be a plate buoyancy con-

trast in both cases. The young oceanic plate is located either adjacent to an overall buoyant

continent, or, next to a matured and denser oceanic plate. Additionally, trench retreat

creates a torque on the neighbouring plate which includes a transform-perpendicular com-

ponent of stress. Such a natural transform-perpendicular force combined with a plate

buoyancy contrast across the transform, could thus trigger (1) subduction of the new and

young oceanic plate beneath a neighbouring continent (Baes et al., 2011) or (2) the older

neighbouring oceanic plate beneath the thin overriding plate. A modern example for the

first scenario could be the Caribbean, where the trench has been retreating eastward along

STEP faults (Allen et al., 2019; Pindell and Kennan, 2009, see Figure 6.3). Currently, the

large oceanic back-arc plateau has begun underthrusting both the north South American
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Figure 6.2.: Subduction reorientation along naturally developing STEP faults in a top view (left) and
cross-sections (right). Neighbouring plates could be either continental (green, the ’Caribbean
case’) or oceanic (blue, the ’Mediterranean case’). In both scenarios, a strong plate buoyancy
contrast is present across the transform fault. Rollback creates a torque on neighbouring
plates with a component perpendicular to the transform which could trigger subduction
initiation.

margin and Cuba/Puerto Rico (Lewis et al., 2006). An example for the second scenario

could be the central Mediterranean where subduction switched from an overall eastward

movement along a STEP fault to the current trench retreat in south-easterly direction

(Faccenna et al., 2014; van Hinsbergen et al., 2014).

Given that subduction in the presented scenarios does not initiate along a matured plate

or margin, I rather term these examples as ’subduction reorientation’ than ’subduction

initiation’. Renewed subduction of an adjacent oceanic plate along a transform fault and

during irregular collision depicts a 90◦ and 180◦ reorientation, respectively. These exam-

ples of possible subduction reorientation are only feasible in 3D settings with changing

plate boundary conditions. If reorientation were the dominant process ’initiating’ sub-

duction, models with constantly ongoing subduction should be feasible without imposing

external forces or weaknesses.
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Figure 6.3.: North and southward dipping thrust in the old Caribbean basin (Lewis et al., 2006). The
eastward retreat of the trench along STEP faults, causes a torque from neighbouring plate
towards the young oceanic basin.

6.3. ’Simple’ vs ’realistic’ modelling

All models in this study are oversimplified reflections of reality, rather than precise recre-

aticns of regional geological settings. The main advantages of the modelling approach

used in this thesis is the feasibility of identifying and understanding the interplay of main

governing physical processes (see Chapter 2) in a wide range of geometries. Given the

precise knowledge of the physical assumptions included in the software, it was thus pos-

sible to understand the physics of key physical processes. By only considering density

differences between oceanic and continental domain to drive subduction and continental

collision in a simple geometry, the study goals to examine whether transient processes ob-

served in numerous global locations can result from local internal buoyancy forces alone,

were achieved.

Furthermore, both geometrical and rheological influences have been studied in depth in

two-dimensional models, but the third dimension remains underexplored. Chapters 3 and

4 show that previously unknown processes are only viable in three dimensions. There-

fore, it is vital to understand basic processes in three dimensions before more additional

assumptions are incorporated which could strongly alter the model results. However, due

to the simplicity of these models, only a first order comparison to the geological record is

possible. Such comparisons include qualitative influences of input parameters on certain
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physical properties, the dynamical evolution, or final expected geometries.

In a wider context, the results emerging from simple models can provide constraints on

vital key processes that should be regarded when setting up a more detailed regional model.

Such detailed ’realistic’ models are to be used when searching for a geodynamical model

unifying all geological records, geophysical observations and current surface displacements.

For these type of models, however, a precise prior knowledge of the geometry, initial

distribution of rheological parameters and the boundary conditions (including far-field

forcing) is necessary.

6.4. Final remarks

Given that ’Plate Tectonics’ solely describes the horizontal kinematics of individual plates

at Earth’s surface, Crameri et al. (2019) suggest to rephrase the concept to ’Ocean-Plate

Tectonics’. The main benefit would be that vertical movement and forces resulting from

buoyancy variations within the mantle, mainly from the oceanic slab, would be included

in the term. Such forces ultimately drive relative plate movement and deformation at

surface, as well as all scenarios studied in this work. This work demonstrated that simple

models, driven purely by internal buoyancy variations, exhibit complex cases of subduc-

tion and collision behaviour - without heterogeneities or external forcing. In particular,

the three-dimensional models highlight the importance of incorporating all plates at a sub-

duction zone and allow for their ’natural’ interaction. Only with this critical approach,

can transient processes of (ocean-)plate tectonics thus be identified in numerical models.
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A. Episodic back-arc spreading centre jumps

Figure A.1.: Supplementary material for Chapter 3 showing the initial model evolution with the second
invariant of the strainrate and a depth profile located along the red line. A+B) The slab
retreats effortlessly along the prescribed transform faults. C+D) Once leaving the artificial
transform faults, a back-arc spreading centre is formed and the subduction system becomes
independent from the initially prescribed transform faults.
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Figure A.2.: Supplementary material for Chapter 3 with the model evolution showing the εxx extensional
component, highlighting mainly the back-arc spreading centre and trench, but also showing
the slight transtensional state of the bounding transform faults.
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Figure A.3.: Supplementary material for Chapter 3 showing how the new back-arc spreading centre
forms where the flow (symbolised by the green streamlines) reach the base of the overriding
lithosphere.
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Figure A.4.: Supplementary material for Chapter 3 showing the model evolution for a 400 km wide
oceanic slab with the second invariant of the strainrate and a depth profile located along
the red line. After formation of the first back-arc spreading centre, the trench remains
nearly constant without any subduction. No transform faults connecting trench and back-
arc spreading centre are formed. The back-arc is ’sealed’ by cooling and the slab heats up
diffusely in the mantle.
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Figure A.5.: Supplementary material for Chapter 3. Model evolution for a 1500 km wide slab with no
back-arc spreading jump. A) The first back-arc basin is formed late (after 2000 km trench
retreat). B-D) Ongoing rollback does not cause a back-arc spreading jump within the
model domain, despite ongoing trench rollback.
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Figure A.6.: Supplementary material for Chapter 3. Model evolution with transform faults prescribed
along the entire model domain. The timing runs from model onset because no back-arc
basin opens at all. Without large tear resistance to be overcome, the subducting slab
retreats continuously without rupturing the overriding plate and back-arc spreading jumps.
A main differences to self-consistent transform faults is also deformation being spread along
the entire plate margin, not only limited to STEP faults and bounding transform faults.
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Spreading/rift centre
jumps

Trench
length
[km]

Spread-
ing/rifting

duration [Myr]

Distance
trench-back arc
spreading centre

[km]

Source

West Scotia Ridge (to East
Scotia Ridge)

720± 20 19± 7 870± 130
Eagles and Jokat

(2014); Maldonado
et al. (2014)

Venezuela Basin (to
Grenada/Tobago Basin)

800± 50 20± 13 830± 40 Allen et al. (2019)

Cornaglia rifting (to Vavilov
Basin)

280± 20 3± 1 310± 30
Gueydan et al. (2017);
Guillaume et al. (2010)

Vavilov (to Marsili Basin) 250± 30 3± 1 310± 30
Gueydan et al. (2017);
Guillaume et al. (2010)

Active basins
Data below from

Wallace et al. (2009)

Lau Basin 1500 5.5 350

Manus Basin 600 3.5 325

Okinawa Trough 1200 6± 2 235

Bransfield Trough 650 4 170

Ceased basins
Data below from

Wallace et al. (2009)

Japan Sea 1400 10± 5 700

Sulu Sea 550 4 220

Liguro Basin 560 9± 2 260

Table A.1.: Observational data used in Figure 3.7.
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B. Obduction processes during irregular continental collision

Figure A.7.: Supplementary material for Chapter 4. Evolution of a model with a hyperextended overrid-
ing plate during collision with an irregular continental margin. Red denotes tension, blue
are compressional stresses (σxx). The red line outlines the continental crust. The depth
profiles are located at the green location and are plotted to 250 km depth. The overriding
plate thins to 8 km during collision (E), but does not rupture to form a back-arc spreading
centre.
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Figure A.8.: Supplementary material for Chapter 4. Scenario for models denoted with ’*’ in Figure 4.4.
The embayment becomes very narrow at its tip, causing slab breakoff before the entire
subduction of the oceanic plate.

C. Magmatism in continental collision zones
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Figure A.9.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. As a buoyancy test for subduction channel
crustal exhumation, we halved the crustal thickness and doubled the density contrast
(70 Myrs slab and ∆ρ = 1418 kg/m3) to achieve the same total crustal buoyancy as in the
default calculation (see main text for further explanation). Viscosity (colours), temperature
(white contours, in ◦C) and velocity (grey arrows). Yellow contour outlines the continental
crust. These models have the same characteristic dynamics as the one presented in Chapter
5 and show that the total crustal buoyancy controls the dynamics.

Figure A.10.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. Viscosity (colours), temperature (white contours,
in ◦C) and velocity (grey arrows) of the buoyancy test for underplating (70 Myrs
slab and ∆ρ = 992 kg/m3). Yellow contour outlines the continental crust. We halved
the crustal thickness and doubled the density contrast to achieve the same total crustal
buoyancy. These models again have the same characteristic dynamics as the models in
Chapter 5. However, there is less underplated material due to less deeply subducted
continental crust.
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Figure A.11.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. Viscosity (colours), temperature (white contours,
in ◦C) and velocity (grey arrows) of a transitional model between subduction channel
crustal exhumation and underplating (50 Myrs slab and ∆ρ = 496 kg/m3). Yellow
contour outlines the continental crust. The crust dominantly exhumes through the sub-
duction channel, but is also partially place below the overriding plate.

Figure A.12.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. Viscosity (colours), temperature (white contours,
in ◦C) and velocity (grey arrows) of a whole crustal subduction model (70 Myrs slab
and ∆ρ = 280 kg/m3). Yellow contour outlines the continental crust. During collision con-
vergence rates are merely reduced, not ceased. This leads to subduction of all continental
crust which partially underplates and is partially subducted deeper into the mantle.
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Figure A.13.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. Evolution of crustal melting during subduction
channel crustal exhumation (70 Myrs slab and ∆ρ = 709 kg/m3). Red contour outlines
the continental crust.

Figure A.14.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. Evolution of mantle melting during subduction
channel crustal exhumation (70 Myrs slab and ∆ρ = 709 kg/m3). Red contour outlines
the continental crust.
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Figure A.15.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. Evolution of crustal melting during underplating
(70 Myrs slab and ∆ρ = 496 kg/m3). Red contour outlines the continental crust.

Figure A.16.: Supplementary material for Chapter 5. Evolution of mantle melting during underplating
(70 Myrs slab and ∆ρ = 496 kg/m3). Red contour outlines the continental crust.
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